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ABSTRACT
Radiation dose distribution measurements have been carried out by the Naval Surface
Warfare Center (NSWC) using 200 and 391 MeV electron beams completely penetrating
layers of Aluminum, lead and aluminum, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and PMMA
sandwiching an air gap. For the case of 391 MeV electrons, the results have been compared
previously to the corresponding distributions predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation codes
EGS3 and ACCEPT [Ref. 1]. Those measurements/predictions for 391 MeV are here
compared to predictions by the CYLTRAN electron/photon transport code, and the 200 MeV
measurements done by NSWC are compared to CYLTRAN calculations. The CYLTRAN
code predictions agree well with measurements at 391 MeV. Comparison of CYLTRAN
calculations with the NSWC results for 200 MeV indicates possible saturation of the
detectors used to take the measurements. The distribution of energy dose within the target
has a large dependence on the location of the air gap. The variation in dose distribution is
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I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this work is to test the ability of a
computer model, using the Integrated Tiger Series (ITS) code,
to accurately predict the behavior of radiation cascades
caused when a high energy electron beam traverses a solid
target. The approach used has been to study experimental
measurements, construct a computer model suitable for use as
input to the ITS simulation code system, run the code, and
compare the results to the measurements. In order to
understand the approach taken in the construction of the
computer model forming the basis of this work, some details of
the experiments to which the model will be compared must be
examined.
A. BACKGROUND
Researchers from the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC)
have conducted experiments at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Bates Linear Accelerator Center to measure the
three-dimensional spatial distribution of energy deposited by
radiation showers in a multilayer, multi-element target stack
when the target is bombarded by a high energy electron beam
[Ref. 1, 2, and 3]. The experiment by NSWC was conducted using
200 MeV and 391 MeV electrons incident on four separate target
stack configurations. The results of the 391 MeV experiment
were compared with energy deposition distributions calculated
using two different Monte Carlo electron transport model
computer codes, EGS3 (Electron-Gamma Shower, Version 3) and
ACCEPT. The EGS (for Electron-Gamma-Shower) system of
computer codes is a general purpose package developed by the
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) for the Monte Carlo
simulation of coupled electron and photon transport in
arbitrary geometry. ACCEPT is one of a series of codes based
on ETRAN [Ref. 5] called the Integrated Tiger Series (ITS),
developed by Sandia National Laboratory [Ref. 4].
The target materials examined in the NSWC work were
Aluminum, Lead followed by Aluminum, Polymethyl Methacrylate
(PMMA, also known as Lucite or Plexiglass) , and PMMA
sandwiching an air gap. Target plates of roughly equal
thickness were constructed of each type of target material.
These 5 or 6 plates were stacked together to make target
stacks. Each target stack was configured so that the total
target thickness, expressed as the areal mass density, was
approximately 50 g/cm2 . A schematic of a target stack as
configured for the NSWC experiments is shown in Figure 1.
Interspaced at regular intervals in the target stack were
planar arrays of Lithium Fluoride Thermoluminescent Dosimeters
(TLDs) . The TLD arrays consisted of 88 individual dosimeters,
0.1cm in diameter, 0.3cm in length, arranged in concentric
annular patterns with their centers along the beam axis, and
were designed so as to measure the amount of energy deposited
(dose) as a function of radial distance from the beam at
several positions along the length of the target stack.
The target stacks were irradiated by electron beams of 200
and 391 MeV. The results obtained in the work by the NSWC form
the basis of this work and are reported in references 1 and 2
for 391 MeV, and in Reference 3 for 200 MeV.
The work by NSWC included a comparison of the 391 MeV
measurements to predictions by two Monte Carlo electron/photon
shower simulation codes, EGS3 and ITS/ACCEPT. This comparison
led the researchers at NSWC to three specific conclusions
(these conclusions pertained only to the 391 MeV data) . The
NSWC conclusions are summarized below. [Ref. 1-3]
• CYLTRAN and EGS3 both predicted values for the dose
distribution that agreed well with measurements except in
the PMMA target configurations with an air gap.
• Neither ACCEPT nor EGS3 was able to accurately predict the
dose distribution in the PMMA configurations with an air
gap. The codes predicted doses as much as 100% larger than
the measurements.
• The dose distribution in the PMMA target stacks was
largely dependent on the location of the air gap within
the stack.
In comparison of the results from the present work to
those from the NSWC work, the following conclusions have been
reached.
• CYLTRAN predictions agreed well with the 391 MeV data
taken by NSWC with no exceptions. Even though the dose
distribution in the target configuration with an air gap
varied with the location of the air gap, CYLTRAN was able
to predict the dose.
• The variation in dose distribution caused by changing the
location of the air gap seems to be a geometry effect.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a target stack as configured
for the NSWC measurements. [Ref. 1]
This conclusion was drawn from the results obtained by
comparing the dose in a target with an air gap to that
obtained when the air gap was replaced by a void, and
finding that they were identical.
A comparison of the NSWC 2 00 MeV data to CYLTRAN
calculations was done. This was a new comparison since the
NSWC work had not compared the data to a transport code at
this energy. CYLTRAN produced results that agree very well
with the data at 2 00 MeV except for on-axis measurements
in two target configurations (PMMA and Lead followed by
Aluminum) . Analysis of these results indicates that the
dosimeters used to take the data may have been saturated.
B. SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN ELECTRON TRANSPORT MODELING
1. Electron Step Size
The number of collisions undergone by an electron as
it passes through a target are too numerous, except possibly
at very low electron energies, to allow treatment of
individual collisions even by the most powerful computers.
Instead, the electron path through the material is divided
into discreet segments in which a large number of collisions
occur. The smaller pathlengths, or steps, allow the
calculation of energy deposition by the sampling of net
angular deflection and net energy loss using the appropriate
multiple scattering approximation (the Goudsmit-Saunderson
approximation for the ITS CYLTRAN code [Ref. 5]) and a
"condensed history model" approach [Ref. 6]
.
Seltzer explains that the step size is chosen by the
code user by weighing a set of conflicting requirements. The
steps should be short enough that (1) most of the steps in the
electron history are completely inside the target so that the
use of multiple-scattering theories for unbounded media are
appropriate, (2) the average energy loss is small so that the
use of one-velocity multiple-scattering distributions is
justified, and (3) the net angular deflection is, on the
average, small so that the spatial displacement for the step
can be approximated closely by a straight line. The steps
should be long enough that (1) there are a sufficient number
of collisions per step to justify the use of multiple-
scattering theories, and (2) the number of steps per history
is not too large. [Ref. 7]
The portion of the ITS code package that generates
cross-section data for the transport code to use in its
calculations is called XGEN. The step size is determined
during the execution of XGEN, in the cross-section generation
process, so that it satisfies the relation
F =2 ' k E m
The value k=8 is chosen by default in XGEN, the ITS
cross-section generating program, so that in passing through
a given step, an electron will lose 8.3% of its energy [Ref.
8].
Translation of the percentage decrease in electron
energy to an equivalent physical step length is done by
assuming the electron slows down continuously over the step.
The step size is given as
6
S
n=^o(En)-l (Entl ) , (2)
where r is the electron range at the initial and final
energies in the step as given by the continuous-slowing-down
approximation
.
2. Electron Radiation Length
It is convenient, in considering the passage of
electromagnetic radiation through material, to measure the
thickness of the material in terms of the radiation length. In
most processes, some or all of the dependence on the medium is
contained in the radiation length. The radiation length is
defined as that distance Lp over which a high energy electron
is slowed to a fraction equal to 1/e of its original energy.
The values of radiation length for electrons for materials of
interest in this work are given in Table I. The table gives
values of radiation length in units of cm and g/cm2 , the
latter being the product of the former and the density of the
material
.
Table I. RADIATION LENGTHS FOR SELECTED MATERIALS [Ref. 9]





3. Thin Film Scattering
The experimental work on which this work is based
involved a target stack configuration with an air gap between
two sections of solid material (Lucite) . The possibility was
explored in the present work that the ITS code might better
predict doses in air if the air gap were treated as a thin
film, due to the low density of air, and the long radiation
length of an electron in air. Most electron/photon transport
codes in current use, including the ITS series of codes, are
subject to the constraint that they must be used in situations
where the material depth exceeds the step size calculated for
the electron as it traverses the material. The Goudsmit-
Saunderson theory breaks down in the limit of small material
thicknesses (thin films) . Work in this area has produced the
Jordan-Mack correction to the CYLTRAN code to correct the
multiple scattering distribution in the code to give better
agreement with measurements for thin film targets. [Ref.3, pp.
14-16] The effect of the Jordan-Mack correction, which can be
applied to the CYLTRAN code by the user, was investigated in
this case to determine if the same sort of thin film
phenomenon might be involved in electron transport through an
air gap.
C. OVERVIEW OF ITS
The Integrated Tiger Series of computer codes was
developed over the last 20 years at the U.S. Department of
8
Energy's Sandia National Laboratory for use in the simulation
of electron/photon transport through various materials. ITS is
based primarily on ETRAN (for Electron TRANSport) , which was
developed by the National Bureau of Standards [Ref. 7
,
p.
249]. The codes forming the basis of ITS are TIGER, CYLTRAN,
and ACCEPT. The three codes differ primarily in that (1) they
treat problems in different dimensionalities and (2) they are
designed to handle different problem geometries. The TIGER
code is confined to the analysis of problems in one dimension.
The three-dimensional codes, CYLTRAN and ACCEPT, have been
applied in this work and will be explained in further detail
below.
1. CYLTRAN
CYLTRAN, a fully three-dimensional transport code
employing cylindrical geometry, is a natural choice for
simulating problems involving electron beam sources. A
complete description of the ITS-CYLTRAN code system is
provided in Appendix A.
CYLTRAN enables the code user, relatively easily, to
break a target with cylindrically symmetric geometry into an
arbitrary number of zones and will determine the energy
deposited in each zone by a beam of electrons (as in this
case) or photons. The decision of the fineness of division of
the target into zones must be balanced against the need for
timely results, as the cost for more (or finer) zones is
longer run time in executing the CYLTRAN code. The CYLTRAN
geometry allows the electron beam to be incident on the
cylinder at any arbitrary point and from any direction. The
CYLTRAN code has no ability to present results in a graphical
form. The user must provide the resources to take the output
from CYLTRAN (which by default is manageable, but can be quite
lengthy) and manipulate it either manually or electronically
into a form which can be analyzed graphically or in some other
manner.
In this work, the CYLTRAN code was given an input file
which gave geometry data defining the boundaries of the
desired number of target zones. The ensuing code calculations
produced a formatted output file containing the energy
deposition distributions and other code results. This output
file was read by an interactive program written in the
Interactive Data Language (IDL) , which manipulated the
appropriate geometry data and energy deposition distributions
into plottable formats for analysis.
2 . ACCEPT
ACCEPT is a fully three-dimensional electron/photon
transport code which is applicable to problems of any geometry
using a combinatorial geometry scheme. While the combinatorial
geometry system makes ACCEPT more complex to use, its basic
computational algorithms are identical to those in CYLTRAN and
10
the two should give identical results, as long as the problem
geometry allows the use of either code.
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II. SIMULATION PROCEDURE
A. GENERAL PROCEDURAL APPROACH
As mentioned previously, references 1 through 3 reported
the results of measurements taken by NSWC, and also reported
the results of the comparison of measurements at 391 MeV beam
energy with dosages predicted by two different Monte Carlo
electron-photon transport simulation codes, EGS3 and ACCEPT.
The measurements taken by NSWC, reported in reference 3, were
not compared to any computer code calculations.
The NSWC results reported in references 1 through 3 were
modeled in this work using the CYLTRAN member of the ITS code
package. The CYLTRAN code was run on a DEC VAXStation 3200
minicomputer using VAX Fortran. The results of the CYLTRAN
runs were read and plotted by a program written for this work
using the Interactive Data Language (IDL) , a commercially
available graphics package marketed by Research Systems,
Incorporated. A user's guide and the source code for the IDL
program written for the manipulation and plotting of the
calculations done in this work are attached as Appendix B.
Although the target stacks used in the NSWC experiment
were actually rectangular, or box-shaped, the homogeneous
nature of the target stack materials and the use of a normally
incident, monoenergetic electron beam suggested that the
12
targets be modeled as a right circular cylinder with the
electron beam (which is taken to be a "point" beam) traveling
along the cylinder's longitudinal axis and incident on the
face of the cylinder. This geometry allowed the natural use
of the CYLTRAN member of the ITS code with its simpler input
stream. Figure 2 is a schematic of the target model in the
case of the NSWC target consisting of PMMA sandwiching an air
gap located downstream of the first 10 g/cm2 of target
material
.
The first runs of the CYLTRAN code were intended to
determine whether CYLTRAN in fact produced the same results,
within statistical expectations, as those obtained at NSWC
using ACCEPT. The chief concern in these runs was the
prediction of the dose in the TLDs interleaved between each
target 'slab' along the length of the target, as opposed to
later simulation runs, which would divide the target stack
into many more zones, attempting to resolve in greater detail
what was happening to the electron energies as the particles
progress through the target. For reasons of distinguishing
between the degree of fineness of the zones, these first
target geometries were called "low resolution targets" and the
corresponding CYLTRAN runs were called "low resolution" runs.
After the initial low resolution CYLTRAN runs had been
completed, a series of runs was done to determine how the dose
in the air gap and the layers of PMMA surrounding it responded





Figure 2. Low Resolution Target With a 39cm Air Gap Downstream
of One PMMA Target Section. This target is called a low
resolution target because the target material itself is not
resolved into zones in which the dose is evaluated.
characteristics which were varied for comparison were the
number of CYLTRAN input zones, the number of primary electron
histories to be followed by CYLTRAN, the scattering angle
approximation used in the code, and the location of the air
gap.
CYLTRAN allows the user to determine the number and
location of spatial zones to be monitored within the target
cylinder. The user simply places into the input data file
geometry data specifying the location of zone boundaries (in
the terminology used by the ITS system, each zone is called an
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"input zone") . One can treat the entire target cylinder as a
single input zone or divide the target cylinder into hundreds
of finely divided input zones and track the dose deposited in
each zones, if so desired. In this series of runs, the CYLTRAN
model cylinder and its target sections were divided into
small, highly resolved "input zones". Each section of target
material was divided longitudinally into 10 slices of egual
thickness, and the 39cm air gap was divided into 13 slices,
each having a thickness of 3cm. Each slice in all materials
was itself divided into 12 radial zones to identically match
the radial locations of the LiF TLD's used in the NSWC
experiments. The resultant large number of input zones (828 in
the case of PMMA sandwiching a 39cm air gap, 660 for all other
configurations considered here) allowed CYLTRAN to track the
energy deposition at a much finer scale, and a "high
resolution" view was obtained of the energy dose in the target
as a function of radius and depth. Figures 3 and 4 compare the
zoning of the low resolution and high resolution cases.
The high resolution zoning approach to the CYLTRAN model
was applied to all targets of concern in the NSWC experiment
in order to better assess the performance of CYLTRAN in
predicting the measured dose.
Some CYLTRAN runs were done to test the plausibility of
the idea that the air gap could be treated as a thin film. The
Jordan-Mack thin film scattering correction to the ITS codes
was applied to CYLTRAN. Runs were conducted on one of the
15
Target Section / LiF







Figure 4. High Resolution Target Section and Dosimeter Array
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targets of concern. The results of this run were compared to
the results for the same target obtained from CYLTRAN without
the correction applied to assess the correction's effect, if
any, on the dose distribution in the air gap.
It was of some interest in this work to evaluate the
statistical uncertainty involved in the CYLTRAN calculations,
and to get some idea of how this uncertainty changed with the
choice of input parameters. Of particular interest was the
guestion of how the CYLTRAN-calculated dose in the target
varies with a change in the number of primary electrons. To
this end, it was necessary to consider how many electrons
would be sufficient to statistically represent the real
experiment. In the NSWC experiments, the targets were exposed
for 10 to 20 seconds to a . Ifih current. This translates to a
total of from l.6xl0 13 to 3.2xl0 13 electrons. Diagnostic
CYLTRAN runs on the Digital VaxStation 3200 used in this work
indicated that, with a baseline run time of about 2 hours for
10,000 primary electrons, increasing the number of primary
electrons 10 fold to 100,000 would reguire a run time of about
24 hours, or a factor of 10 increase in computer run time.
Changing the number of primary electrons from 10,000 to
100,000 causes a decrease in uncertainty from 20-50% in the
former case to 10-20% in the latter (for all materials in this
work except air) . Due to relatively low value of uncertainty
for 100,000 electrons, and to the fact that any further gains
in the level of certainty would cost dearly in computer run
17
time, a CYLTRAN run with 100,000 electrons was decided to be
sufficiently representative of the real beam. The CYLTRAN runs
for the high resolution target were repeated using 100,000
electron histories and the impact of the gain in statistical
certainty was assessed.
B. NEW ANALYSIS FOR 200 MEV ELECTRONS
Reference 3 listed the measurements obtained in
experiments using 200 MeV electron beams. Data was reported by
NSWC on the three target stacks consisting of only Aluminum,
Lead followed by Aluminum, and PMMA. Computer simulations had
not been done previously against this data. As part of this
work, CYLTRAN runs were performed to see how well CYLTRAN
would predict the dose distribution at this energy.
18
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF PREVIOUSLY ANALYZED DATA AT
391 MEV
A. RESULTS WITH CYLTRAN CORRECTED FOR THIN FILM SCATTERING
The Jordan-Mack correction for use in correcting the ITS
code to accurately predict energy deposition in thin films,
when applied to CYLTRAN in this work, has no effect on the
dose distribution in any of the target configurations
considered. This is an indication that, if the codes are
inherently unable to treat an air gap at high energies, that
inability is not related to any inability to handle thin film
scattering phenomena.
B. GENERAL COMPARISON OF CYLTRAN TO ACCEPT AND NSWC DATA
Reference 1 reported dose distributions in the target
stack as predicted by ACCEPT. ACCEPT calculations were
reported for dose in the LiF dosimeters at 6 longitudinal
points along the stack in the case of the 2 targets with PMMA
sandwiching an air gap, and for 5 points along the stack in
the cases of the other targets (PMMA, aluminum, and lead
followed by aluminum) . Figures 5 through 9 show the results of
predictions calculated using CYLTRAN (it is important to note
that figures 5 through 9 show points calculated at a few
discreet points along the length of the cylinder corresponding
to the longitudinal depths at which the NSWC data were taken.
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Lines drawn between the points are shown only to help
distinguish between sets of calculations/data) . These
calculations were done using the "low resolution" model
detailed in Chapter II so that a fair comparison could be done
between the two sets of calculations. Generally, agreement
between the NSWC data and CYLTRAN calculations is good to very
good. Discrepancies between the code and experiment seems to
be greatest at a radius of 5 cm. In view of a statistical
uncertainty at this radius of 20 - 40 percent, however, the
discrepancy may not be significant. ITS calculations, in all
target materials, agree very well for radii in the range from
the axis to about 2 cm.
CYLTRAN scores a dose by whether it was deposited by a
primary, knock-on, or gamma-secondary electron. Analysis of
the CYLTRAN calculations shows that dose on axis is due almost
totally to primary electrons. At a radius of 20 cm, the dose
is due mostly to gamma-secondary electrons. The doses in
between are due to various combinations of primary and gamma-
secondary electrons. Knock-on electrons have only a minor
contribution in all cases.
ACCEPT and CYLTRAN give results that vary by little in
most cases. However, in some cases, especially as the radius
approaches 2 0cm, the two codes seem to give widely varying
answers. It has been noted previously that ACCEPT and CYLTRAN
have the same transport physics as their basis, so their is no
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Figure 5. Low Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution in
PMMA with 39cm Air Gap Downstream of 1st PMMA Target Section,
10,000 primary electrons. Note close agreement of CYLTRAN and
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Figure 6. Low Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution in
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Figure 7. Low Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution in
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Figure 8. Low Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution in
Aluminum Target, 10,000 primary electrons.
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Figure 9. Low Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution in
Target of Lead followed by Aluminum, 10,000 primary electrons.
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results. However, when consideration is given to the fact
that, at 20cm radius the uncertainty in the calculations can
be as high as 50%, the variation between the results is not
that surprising. That is, ACCEPT and CYLTRAN seem to be within
the statistical uncertainty of each other.
C. EFFECT OF AIR GAP LOCATION ON TARGET DOSE DISTRIBUTION
If an air gap is inserted in the target stack, there is a
marked variation in the dose distribution. The dose in the
portion of the target material on or close to the beam axis
doesn't change significantly. However, as one looks at the
results at distances away from the axis, the dose in any
particular section of target material is significantly
affected by whether or not it is preceded in the longitudinal
direction by an air gap. As the air gap is moved to a
different depth in the target stack, the dose in the material
preceding the air gap is reduced. However, the section of
target material immediately following the air gap receives a
higher dose than that which would have been received if the
air gap were not there. Both of these effects are increasingly
pronounced as radius from the beam axis increases. A
comparison of Figures 5, 6, and 7 illustrates this point.
CYLTRAN calculations agree very well with data in
reference 1. That is, the changes in dose due to insertion of
an air gap seem to be faithfully predicted within statistical
uncertainty, which will be discussed later. Incidentally, in
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those cases where there are noticeable discrepancies between
CYLTRAN and data, the CYLTRAN dose distribution shows a
tendency to overpredict. The only case in which the agreement
between CYLTRAN and the data may be questionable is shown in
Figure 5 at 5cm radius and, most remarkably, at 2 0cm radius.
In this regard, it is well to note the large statistical
uncertainty inherent in the CYLTRAN Monte Carlo algorithm,
which runs from 25-50 percent at 20cm radius for 10,000
primary electrons in the target of Figure 5, as will be
discussed later. In light of this uncertainty, the apparent
disagreement in Figure 5 between CYLTRAN and data may not be
significant.
The low resolution CYLTRAN calculations shown in figures
5 through 9 show only the doses in the dosimeter arrays
located between the target sections and before and after the
air gap. A high resolution CYLTRAN run, in which target
sections are divided in much finer zones, sheds a great deal
of light on how the dose distribution behaves in the target
material itself. Figure 10 illustrates the high resolution
dose distribution in the case of PMMA with the air gap located
downstream of the first target section. Figure 11 shows the
dose distribution for PMMA with the air gap downstream of the
fourth target section. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show dose
distributions for targets of solid PMMA, Aluminum, and Lead
followed by Aluminum, respectively.
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A comparison of Figure 10 with Figure 5 shows that the
overall disagreement between the NSWC data and these CYLTRAN
calculations is reduced by dividing the problem target
geometry into smaller zones. The high resolution calculations
verify the continuous nature of the dose distribution. Except
for statistical fluctuations of the dose about a mean value,
the dose is in fact smoothly distributed in the cylinder, even
across the air gap. The most well-defined results are given on
axis. This is what would be expected, as there the beam is
most intense and the probability of an electron colliding with
an "air molecule" would be the highest. In other words, the
statistics are better on axis and get increasingly worse with
increasing radius. This would explain the absence of plottable
points at 5cm and 20cm radius in the air gap in Figure 10. At
radii greater than about 5cm in the air gap with 10000 primary
electrons the probability of a collision is extremely low.
Thus, the dose in the air gap will be calculated by CYLTRAN to
be zero in most cases. This is born out in Figure 10.
D. NUMBER OF PRIMARY ELECTRON HISTORIES
Since the Monte Carlo calculations which are the basis of
the CYLTRAN code is statistical in nature, one might expect
that increasing the number of primary electrons would cause a
decrease in the statistical uncertainty of the CYLTRAN
calculations. Results obtained in this work would indicate
that this is so. A plot of dose per incident electron for the
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target of Figure 10 using 100,000 incident electrons is shown
as Figure 15. The better definition of the dose distribution
at large radii in the air gap is a certain indication that
statistics have improved significantly. Comparison of figures
10 and 15 reveals that, in the target material, the value of
the dose calculated by CYLTRAN doesn't depend on the number of
primary electron histories followed. The statistical benefit
in raising the number of histories is shown in the comparison
of Figures 16 and 17. A factor of 10 increase in the number of
primary electrons produces a decrease in uncertainty of at
least 50% at all radii. The most significant benefit derived
by using more electrons is gained in the air gap and at large
radii, where the collision probability is smallest.
E. DOSE BREAKDOWN BY ELECTRON TYPE
The dose deposited in a target zone by an electron can be
classified by the type of electron that deposited the dose.
The electron type is identified as either primary, gamma-
secondary, or knock-on. A primary electron is an electron that
was in the original electron beam incident on the target. A
knock-on electron is one that has been knocked free of an atom
through some collisional process. A gamma-secondary electron
is an electron that has been emitted from an atom through any
process involving a photon. An important part of this
classification is that once a photon has knocked an electron
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Figure 10. High Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution
in PMMA with 39cm Air Gap Downstream of 1st PMMA Target
Section, 10,000 primary electrons. Compare to figure 5. Note
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Figure 11. High Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution
for PMMA with 3 9cm Air Gap Downstream of 4th PMMA Target
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Figure 12. High Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution
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Figure 13. High Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution
for Aluminum Target, 10,000 Primary Electrons. CYLTRAN agrees
very well with data.
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Figure 14. High Resolution 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution
for Target of Lead Followed by Aluminum, 10,000 Primary

















Figure 15. High Res. 391 MeV CYLTRAN Dose Distribution in PMMA
with Air Gap Downstream of 1st PMMA Target Section, 100,000
primary electrons. Compare to previous figure to note drastic
decrease in statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 16. Uncertainty in Total Dose by Radius for 10,000
Primary Electrons in Target of Figure 9. Compare to following
figure where 100,000 electrons are used. Note the improvement
in statistics with a large number of electrons.
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Figure 17. Uncertainty in Total Dose by Radius for 100,000
Primary Electrons in Target of Figure 10. Compare with the
previous figure for 10,000 electrons. Note the improvement in
statistics with a larger number of primary electrons.
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well as all electrons on down the chain that the secondary
electron might start. Figure 18 illustrates the classification
of these dose deposition mechanisms.
The CYLTRAN output provides detailed analysis of whether
the dose in any particular target zone comes from a primary,
gamma-secondary, or knock-on electron. Figures 19 through 23
show the dose per incident primary electron at various radii
on the target of Figure 10 with 100,000 primary electrons.
Figures 19 and 2 show that, on axis, the dose is almost
totally due to loss of energy by primary electrons. The
negative dose contributed by the knock-on electrons simply
says that a small portion of the energy deposited by the
primaries is carried out of the zone by knock-ons created in
the zone. Note that by the time the primary electrons traverse
the first PMMA target section and enter the air gap, the on-
axis dose is reduced to 25% of its original value. Once the
electrons are one third of the way through the air gap, the
on-axis dose due to primary electrons has been reduced to
about 5% of its original value. Figure 20 shows that, although
the dose on-axis through the end of the air gap is mostly from
primaries, immediately downstream of the air gap the dose
becomes dominated by gamma-secondary electrons. The small
energy contribution from knock-ons does not play a significant
role on-axis except in the first target section. We see from
the off-axis CYLTRAN calculations in Figures 21 and 22 that,





Figure 18. Classification of Dose Deposition by Type of
Electron Depositing the Dose.
first target section, as the beam progresses down the cylinder
the contribution from the primaries is increasingly overtaken
by that from gamma-secondaries farther away from the beam
axis. Finally, as shown in Figure 23, the dose at a radius of
20cm is almost totally due to gamma-secondary electrons. In
fact, there is very little energy deposited in the cylinder at
39
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Figure 19. Dose Breakdown by Electron Type on Beam Axis for
Target of Figure 10 with 100,000 Electrons, 391 MeV. Most of
the dose is due to primary electrons in the first 15cm depth.
The next figure expands the region beyond 2 0cm depth.
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Figure 20. Dose Breakdown on Beam Axis (Expanded View Beyond
20cm Depth) for 100,000 Electrons at 391 MeV. Photon processes
cause rapid increase in gamma-secondaries at air gap boundary,
so beyond 48cm dose is mostly from low energy g-secondaries.
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Figure 21. Dose Breakdown by Electron Type at 2cm Radius for
Target of Figure 10 with 100,000 Electrons, 391 MeV. Dose at
this radius is mostly from primaries and is highest at mid-
depth after electrons have scattered to that radius.
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Figure 22. Dose Breakdown by Electron Type at 5cm Radius for
Target of Figure 10 with 100,000 Electrons, 391 MeV.
Statistics in the air gap begin to decrease because few
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Figure 23. Dose Breakdown by Electron Type at 20cm Radius for
Target of Figure 10 with 100,000 Electrons, 391 MeV. Dose from
knock-ons overshadows others in the air gap. Uncertainty in
the air gap is very high due to the few collisions occurring.
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20cm until the air gap is passed, at which point the dose due
to secondary and knock-on electrons rises dramatically, the
knock-on dose falling slowly back to a very low level and the
secondary dose falling and becoming a constant at a level
slightly higher than the knock-on dose. This dose breakdown
leads to the conclusion that the rise one sees in the dose
after the air gap as indicated in Figure 10 is formed by an
increase contribution from gamma-secondary electrons somehow
built up in the beam's passage through the air gap.
Calculations identical to those above for the case of
10,000 electrons have been done, the results of which are
attached in Appendix C as Figures CI through C4
.
F. EFFECT OF REPLACING THE AIR GAP BY A VOID
Some insight into the nature of the calculated dose
distribution in the air gap was gained by substituting a void
for the 39cm air gap. The result of doing this is shown as
Figure 24. The dose in the void is, of course, zero. But,
perhaps more significantly, there is no appreciable change in
the dose distribution in the target material in this case from
that reflected in Figure 10, the identical target with an air
gap. These results would tend to suggest that the increased
dose in the target material downstream of the air gap is not







Figure 24. CYLTRAN Dose Distribution for Target of Figure 10
with a 39cm Void Replacing the Air Gap. This figure and figure
10 are very similar, showing that dose distribution dependence
on air gap location is a geometry effect.
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G. AIR GAP STEP SIZE EFFECTS
Work done by Bielajew and Rogers on calculations of the
dose distributions in air due to high energy electrons has
shown that if the default Monte Carlo step size is used, one
could expect the dose to be overpredicted [Ref. 10]. In this
work, it has not been possible to investigate the effect of
changing the step size, as CYLTRAN does not have the
capability of accomplishing this for only one material in a
multi-material target. However, at an energy of 391 MeV, the
step size required to obtain the optimum results, according to
Biejalew and Rogers, would be about one target diameter, or
20cm. This step size would require the value of k in equation
1 to be equal to about 19,400.
H. RANDOM NUMBER EFFECTS
The dose in the material has a large dependence on the
value of the initial random number seed used to start the ITS
calculation. Obvious though this observation may be for a
Monte Carlo-based algorithm, it is well to keep in mind that
any result achieved using the code is subject to a calculable
uncertainty. Figures C5 through C7 in Appendix C are given as
examples of the effect of changing the random number seeds.
When compared to their counterparts, they reflect noticeable
variations. However, the variations are verifiably within that
statistical uncertainty which is given by CYLTRAN along with
47
the dose values. The uncertainty in a dose in solid materials
in this work typically runs about 20-50%.
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IV. RESULTS FOR PREVIOUSLY UNANALYZED 2 00 MEV DATA
CYLTRAN calculations were done to check the validity of
predictions at 200 MeV. Calculations were compared to
measurements made at Bates and reported in Reference 1.
Figures 25, 26, and 27 illustrate the results of the
comparison for Aluminum, PMMA, and Lead followed by Aluminum
targets, respectively.
The results of CYLTRAN runs compare very well with the
measurements in all three targets, as was expected from the
previous results (discussed in Chapter III) for the 391 MeV
data. The sole notable deviation of CYLTRAN from the data is
in the latter depths of the Pb/Al and PMMA targets. In both of
these cases, the CYLTRAN calculations on the beam axis begin
to provide results lower than the data in the third target
section. The deviation on axis increases continuously through
the end of the problem cylinder. Comparison of figures 25, 26,
and 27 to figures 12, 13, and 14 in chapter III (which are the
corresponding problems at 391 MeV) , shows that general trends
in the CYLTRAN calculations for the 391 MeV case have been
repeated in the 2 00 MeV case, as one might expect. Also,
examination of the NSWC data as shown in figures 2 5 and 27
(particularly for Pb/Al and PMMA targets) shows that the on-
axis dose data begins to plateau after about two target
sections depth. This seems suspect since, in all cases looked
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at in this work, after a dose peak in the first few
centimeters of target material, dose generally decreases
continuously. Along with those facts, it is noteworthy that
the CYLTRAN calculations have produced very good agreement in
every other case examined in this work. There is no reason to
expect such a significant difference in the results for the
two energies, since the target configurations involved are
identical. All this would tend to suggest that the TLD's used
in the NSWC measurements for the target configurations of PMMA
and Lead followed by Aluminum, on axis at least, had become
saturated and did not provide accurate data.
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Figure 25. High Res. CYLTRAN Dose Dist. for 200 MeV Electrons
in PMMA Target. CYLTRAN agrees well with data except on beam
axis and large depth. Linearity of NSWC data past 2 5cm depth
suggests saturation of TLD's on axis. Compare with figure 12.
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Figure 26. High Resolution CYLTRAN Dose Distribution for 200
MeV Electrons in Aluminum Target, 10,000 Primary Electrons.
CYLTRAN agrees well with data for this case. Compare to figure
13 at 391 MeV.
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Figure 27. High Res. CYLTRAN Dose Distribution for 10,000 200
MeV Electrons in Target of Lead followed by Aluminum. CYLTRAN
agrees with data except on axis at large depth. Again, TLD
saturation is suggested. Compare to figure 14.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In general the results obtained at Bates, as detailed in
Reference 1, have been verified. A comparison of the Bates
data to the calculations done here using CYLTRAN yields the
following conclusions.
• The dose in any particular section of target material is
significantly affected by whether or not it is preceded in
the longitudinal direction by an air gap. However, this
dependence is not a product of the air itself. Rather, it
is an effect of the change in geometry produced when the
air gap is inserted. We come to this conclusion by
replacing the air gap by a void and getting identical
results. A small angular deflection gives a small lateral
displacement at short range, but gives a much larger
lateral displacement at longer ranges. See Chapter III,
Section C.
• Uncertainty in dose calculations in the air gap is very
large due to the small number of collisions undergone by
an electron as it traverses the air gap. The uncertainty
is as much as 99% in some cases. This is not affected by
changing the number of input zones (dividing the air more
finely) . However, it is decreased significantly by
increasing the number of primary electrons used in the
simulation. See Chapter III, Section D.
• In the PMMA/Air/PMMA target stack, the dose on axis is due
almost totally to primary electrons. At a radius of 20 cm,
the dose is due mostly to gamma-secondary electrons. The
doses in between are due to various combinations of
primary and gamma-secondary electrons. Knock-on electrons
have only a minor contribution in all cases. See Chapter
III, Section E.
• In constructing a model, the numerical results are not
affected by the degree of fineness with which the target
is divided into input zones. However, the added sense of
continuity in the data provided when the problem geometry
is more finely divided are tremendously beneficial. See
Chapter III, Section C.
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• Correcting the ITS code to treat the air gap as a thin
film seems to have no affect on the dose distribution. See
Chapter III, Section A.
• The final value of dose in the material depends greatly on
the value of the initial random number seed used to start
the ITS calculation. That is, any one ITS calculation is
not absolute in its correctness. The value given for the
energy deposited in a particular zone in this work could
vary from 20-50%. However, the results obtained using
different random seeds are statistically consistent, given
that the statistical uncertainty in the calculations is
also 20-50%. See Chapter III, Section H.
• CYLTRAN agrees well with data for all of the targets
considered in this work. This is true for electron
energies at both 200 MeV and 391 MeV. The 391 MeV data has
been analyzed before by NSWC using ACCEPT. Our analysis
shows the failure of the previous ACCEPT comparison to the
data is probably due to lack of resolution and a small
number of electron histories.
• The analysis of the 200 MeV data has not been done
previously. This work shows that CYLTRAN is able to
accurately calculate the measured dose. Beyond a radiation
length, the dose on axis begins to deviate from the data.
The trends in the data compared to the calculations
suggest that the TLD's used in taking the 2 00 MeV
measurements were saturated.
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APPENDIX A. USING ITS ON THE DEC VAXStation 3200 COMPUTER
In this work, ITS was installed and executed on a
dedicated DEC VAXStation 3200 computer. The work has not been
completed without a significant amount of time spent in self-
education in the DEC terminology and the use of the VAX VMS
operating system used by the computer itself, and in learning
the subtleties of properly using the ITS computer code. In the
hope of saving future ITS code users some time at the front of
the "learning curve", this appendix will attempt to explain
rudimentary details of how to (1) turn on (boot) the computer,
log on to a user account and to begin to work, and (2) how to
execute a CYLTRAN run using the ITS system as currently
installed on the VAXStation 3200.
A. BOOTING AND USING THE VAXSTATION 32 00
1. Turning the Computer On
Turn on the Constant Voltage Conditioner with the red
power switch. It will make an annoying constant humming noise,
which is nothing to be alarmed about.
Turn on the computer by pressing the switch on the
right of the little VAXStation 3200 logo on the front panel of
the computer cabinet. The switch will glow orange after being
pressed.
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The system will go through diagnostics and booting
procedures for a few minutes. The entire booting procedure
should be complete in less than five minutes.
After the computer has completed booting, the monitor
screen should show the DECWindows login screen with
distinctive huge blocked letters spelling out DIGITAL and a
small window below containing spaces to type in the username
and password. At this time users are able to log on to the
system, if a user account has been set up by accessing the
computer's System Manager account. If a user account has not
been previously established, it is recommended that it be done
immediately by accessing the System Manager account as
explained in Section 2 below and by following instructions in
the computer's system management manual (a set of several
volumes, usually kept on shelves next to the computer
station) . It is a dangerous habit (speaking from personal
experience) to use the System Manager account for routine user
tasks.
2 . Logging on to the Computer
After the computer has completed the booting process,
you are ready to log on to the computer and begin work. First,
press any button. If it wasn't awake already, the monitor will
"wake up" and display the DECWindows login screen (described
in Section 1) . Select USER by clicking the left mouse button
on the space for the username and type your username. Then
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select PASSWORD and type your password. Then press the ENTER
key. The computer will begin to log in to your account and
will put the DECWindows user screen on the monitor. This
process takes a couple of minutes. After you log in, you can
enter commands to the computer by using the pull-down menus
(not a very fast way to do it) or by clicking on the DECterm
window (which activates the window so you can enter a command)
and type commands directly (much better)
.
If you wish to log in to SYSTEM (the System Manager
account) , type the username SYSTEM and the password ESMERALDA.
You must log on to SYSTEM to establish any necessary user
accounts. There will be times, since this is a machine
essentially dedicated to one user, that the user will have to
log on as SYSTEM to accomplish some task that can only be done
by the System Manager, such as device allocation and memory
management. After you log on to SYSTEM and the work screen
appears on the monitor, click on the DECterm window to enter
commands at the " $" prompt.
To log out, select SESSION on the Session Manager
Window Menu Bar and click on QUIT. You will be asked to
confirm that you want to quit and, if so, you will be logged
out.
3. Turning the Computer Off
Log in to SYSTEM as described above. Click on the
DECterminal window and type SHUTDOWN.
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When the system goes completely through the shutdown
sequence, which takes a minute or two, the message SYSTEM
SHUTDOWN COMPLETE—USE CONSOLE TO HALT SYSTEM appears on the
monitor. Shut off the computer with the orange switch and then
turn off the Constant Voltage Conditioner with the red power
switch.
4. Miscellaneous Comments on Operation of the Computer
Users accomplish tasks on the computer through the
entering of user commands. Commands are entered to the
VAXStation in a DEC language called DCL (Digital Command
Language) . Rather than try to explain a lot of commands here,
it's best that you review the VAXStation User Manual volume
titled "DCL Dictionary" to get a feel for the commands and
what they can do. A few commands that apply directly to the
use of ITS and IDL (Interactive Data Language) will be
mentioned in this appendix and in Appendix B.
The VAXStation is currently connected to an ethernet
accessing several computers in the Naval Postgraduate School
Physics Department and other campus facilities, including the
Physics Simulation Lab and the W.R. Church Computer Center.
Access to this network is through a smaller network (the
DECnet) of DEC VAXes (there are currently 4 VAXes on the
DECnet) belonging to the Physics Department. To access another
node on the network, the DCL command is
SET HOST nodename
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You must know the nodename and it must be defined in
the local database. If you have the right nodename the other
computer will prompt you for a username and password.
There are two user-interface systems available on the
VAXStation: DECWindows and VWS (VAX Window System) . Currently
the default on this machine is set to DECWindows due to the
user friendliness of the interface. The VWS is a more
barebones window system that runs faster but doesn't make
things especially easy for the inexperienced user. The window
system can be changed by making changes in the SYSTEM account
file SYSTARTUP_V5.COM and going through a reboot procedure.
Read the manual on the topic or seek help from a more
experienced user.
Remember to do complete system backups on a regular
basis. To backup the entire system:
• Set the Break Enable/Disable switch to Enable (in back of
the computer above the LED number display) . Point the
switch toward the circle with a dot inside it.
• Shutdown the system.
• When you get the message SYSTEM SHUTDOWN COMPLETE—USE
CONSOLE TO HALT SYSTEM appears on the monitor press the
halt button on front of the computer twice. You should get
the >>> prompt.
• Type the command: b/eOOOOOOO (that's seven zeros).
• Write protect the hard disk by pressing the button on
front of the computer.
• Perform the backup with the command (all on one line)
:
"BACKUP/IMAGE/VERIFY/BUFFER_C0UNT=5 (space)
DUAO : MUAO : name . BCK/REWIND/LABEL=date
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• Load a blank TK7 cartridge in the tape drive when
prompted. When the backup is finished, unload the tape,
write enable the hard disk and restart the computer.
B. ITS OVERVIEW
The Integrated Tiger Series of Electron/Photon transport
codes (ITS) is the most widely used particle transport code in
the world. The code package was developed to incorporate eight
individual codes which were developed over the period from
1968 to 1981. All the codes are based on the original ETRAN
model developed by M. Berger and S. Seltzer. The ITS code
system consists of four primary code packages, which are
listed in Table Al.
Table Al. FOUR PRIMARY ITS CODE PACKAGES.
XDATA: The electron and photon cross section file.
XGEN: The cross section generation program.
ITS: The Monte Carlo program file.
UPEML: A machine portable update emulator.
The heart of the ITS is the program library file ITS,
which contains the eight Monte Carlo programs plus system
directives for the CRAY, IBM, VAX, and CDC operating systems.
The update emulator program UPEML creates the various Monte
Carlo codes for a given system with any corrections to those
codes that may be desired. The output fortran source code from
UPEML is then compiled, linked, and stored as an executable
module. Program XGEN generates the problem specific cross
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section data tape using file XDATA for referenced inputs and
a user defined input file. The Monte Carlo codes then read in
the cross section tape and process the user defined problem.
One of the eight ITS codes is CYLTRAN, which simulates the
transport of particle trajectories through a three-dimensional
multimaterial right circular cylinder. For this project only
the CYLTRAN code was used. As an ITS user the following steps
were required to execute an ITS run.
1. Create the specific ITS code CYLTRAN with the required
correction schemes.
2. Generate a cross section tape based on the different type
of materials contained in the cylindrical geometry of a
problem.
3. Create an input file which lists all the input parameters
required to calculate desired outputs.
4. Submit the input file and the generated cross section
tape to the ITS Monte Carlo codes to execute a run.
Table A2 is a sample input file to generate the cross
section tape for the materials in a cylindrical geometry. Each
material line represents a different medium in the cylinder.
Percentages of each material in a compound and its density
must be specified. Single element lines such as Cu, has its
density stored in ITS and is automatically used for the
simulation when needed.
Once a cross section tape is generated, an input file with
the parameters designed for a particular simulation must be
created. Section D below contains a sample input file to
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execute a CYLTRAN run for one of the problems in this
work. [Ref . 3, pp. 39-40]
C. RUNNING ITS ON THE VAXSTATION 32 00
The VAXStation 3200 is currently set up to run ITS in
either a batch mode or interactively. In the batch mode, the
user can submit the code run to the computer as a job separate
from any user interactive processes. This way, the user can
continue to use the computer interactively while the ITS run
is being processed in the background by the computer. In the
interactive mode, the user cannot use the computer terminal
while the run is in progress. The batch mode is by far the
most efficient method to use when submitting ITS runs.
Before any ITS code may be run on the computer, an
executable version of the code must be generated. Assume that
you have generated, using the UPEML processor provided with
the ITS package, an ITS specific fully compilable file with
the name [ . ITS] CYL0 . FOR which you wish to run on the computer.
Generate the executable file by following this procedure:
• Enter the command FOR [ . ITS]CYL0. FOR. The computer's VAX
Fortran compiler will compile the fortran file and save an
object file in your default directory named CYL0.OBJ.
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• Enter the command LINK CYLO.OBJ. The computer will link
the program properly and will produce an executable file
named CYLO.EXE and save it in your default directory.
• The executable file can then be executed under one of the
procedures below.
The process to be followed in submitting an ITS run is
given below. The example given is typical of a run done in
this work. As ITS is currently configured on the VAXStation
3200, the process must be followed as given. In the example,
it is assumed that a specific ITS code file, a cross section
file, and a problem input file have been generated.
1. Batch Mode Submission of an ITS Run
Before an ITS job can be submitted in batch mode, two
separate data files must be constructed using the VAX text
editor. The first file contains 1) a command telling the
computer where to look for input required in processing the
batch job, and 2) a command telling the computer to run the
executable file containing the ITS code. An example of the
first file is the file BATCH.COM, which contains the following
two lines.
DEFINE/USER_MODE SYS$INPUT ' [ YAW] BATCH_IN. DAT
'
RUN [ .ITS] CYL0_BATCH.EXE
The second data file contains the name of the XGEN-
generated cross section file and the name of the file
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containing the problem input parameters and geometry input. An
example of the second data file for this work is the file
BATCH_IN.DAT, which could contain the following two lines.
[YAW.PMMA]CYL10_3 9_4 0.INP
[ YAW . ITS2 ] XTAPE . OUT
Once the two required files have been created, the
batch job may be submitted. Submit the job by entering the DCL
command
SUBMIT/NOTIFY/NOPRINTER BATCH . COM
where the filename BATCH.COM is the name of the file
containing the name of the executable ITS file. The terms
NOTIFY and NOPRINTER are keywords telling the computer to
notify you when the batch is completed and to send the job log
to a file in your login directory, but not to the print queue.
See the DCL Dictionary for other keywords to use with the
SUBMIT command.
After submitting the batch job, you may return to
interactive use of the computer while the computer processes
the job in the background. The nice thing about the batch
process is that you may queue as many runs as you want and let
the machine run overnight or over a weekend. However, before
doing this, it's a smart idea to set the batch queue job limit
to 1 by logging in to SYSTEM and entering the command
SET QUEUE/J0B_LIMIT=1 SYS$BATCH
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Be sure to log out of SYSTEM and back in to your user account
before submitting a job. If the job limit were higher than 1
(say 3, for instance) the computer would try to run all 3 jobs
at the same time, and the run time for all 3 jobs would be
significantly increased. Also, the computer's capabilities for
running that many jobs at once are really limited, and it
could bomb out altogether. With a job limit of 1, the jobs run
one at a time, with an unlimited number of jobs held in the
gueue pending execution.
2. Running ITS Interactively on the VAXStation 3200
The interactive mode is the most user-friendly way to
run ITS on the VAXStation 3200. To execute the ITS run, enter
the command RUN followed by the filename of the ITS executable
code you wish to run. A command to execute a run in this work
would look like this:
RUN [.ITSJCYL0.EXE
where the file [.ITSJCYL0.EXE is an executable ITS problem
specific code generated for this work.
The computer will then begin executing the code and
interactive use of the computer will no longer be available.
After the computer has begun execution of the code, the user
will be prompted interactively for the names of the files
containing the cross section input data and the problem input
data. The user will enter the filenames at the keyboard and
the computer will continue executing the program. Execution of
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the program will be complete (usually after between 1 and 1.5
hours) when the message FORTRAN COMPLETE is shown on the
screen and the "$" prompt returns.
D. SAMPLE CYLTRAN INPUT FILE
The input file to execute an ITS run consists primarily of
order-independent keywords followed by keyword-specific
parameter values. The following sample input file for a









* Zone 1 (PMMA)
0.00 8.42 0.00 22.0 1
* Zones 2 - 13 (Lf Detector Array)
8.42 8.72 0.00 0.1 3
8.42 8.72 0.1 0.95
8.42 8.72 0.95 1.05 3
8.42 8.72 1.05 1.95
8.42 8.72 1.95 2.05 3
8.42 8.72 2.05 4.95
8.42 8.72 4.95 5.05 3
8.42 8.72 5.05 9.95
8.42 8.72 9.95 10.05 3
8.42 8.72 10.05 19.95
8.42 8.72 19.95 20.05 3
8.42 8.72 20.05 22.0
* Zone 14 (Air)
8.72 47.72 0.00 22.0 2
* Zones 15 - 28 Off Detector Array)
47.72 48.02 0.00 0.1 3
47.72 48.02 0.1 0.95
47.72 48.02 0.95 1.05 3
47.72 48.02 1.05 1.95
47.72 48.02 1.95 2.05 3
47.72 48.02 2.05 4.95
47.72 48.02 4.95 5.05 3
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47.72 48.02 5.05 0.85
47.72 48.02 8.85 10.05 3
47.72 48.02 10.05 19.85
47.72 48.02 19.85 20.05 3
47.72 48.02 20.05 22.0
* Zone 27 (PMMA)
48.02 56.44 0.00 22.0 1
* Zones 28 - 39 (Lf Detector Array)
56.44 56.74 0.00 0.1 3
56.44 56.74 0.1 0.85
56.44 58.74 0.95 1.05 3
56.44 56.74 1.05 1.85
56.44 56.74 1.85 2.05 3
56.44 56.74 2.05 4.85
56.44 56.74 4.85 5.05 3
56.44 56.74 5.05 9.95
56.44 56.74 9.95 10.05 3
56.44 56.74 10.05 19.95
56.44 56.74 16.95 20.05 3
56.44 58.74 20.05 22.0
* Zone 40 (PMMA)
56.74 65.16 0.00 22.0 1
* Zones 41 - 52 (Lf Detector Array)
65.16 65.46 0.00 0.1 3
65.16 65.46 0.1 0.85
65.16 65.46 0.95 1.05 3
65.16 65.46 1.05 1.85
65.16 65.46 1.95 2.05 3
65.16 85.46 2.05 4.95
65.16 65.46 4.95 5.05 3
05.16 65.46 5.05 9.95
95.16 65.46 9.95 10.05 3
65.16 65.46 10.05 19.95
65.16 65.48 19.95 20.05 3
65.16 65.46 20.05 22.0
* Zone 53 (PMMA)
65.46 73.88 0.00 22.0 1
* Zones 54 - 65 (Lf Detector Array)
73.88 74.18 0.00 0.1 3
73.88 74.18 0.1 0.05
73.88 74.18 0.85 1.05 3
73.88 74.18 1.05 1.05
73.88 74.18 1.85 2.05 3
73.88 74.18 2.05 4.85
73.88 74.18 4.85 5.05 3
73.88 74.18 5.05 9.95
73.88 74.18 9.95 10.05 3
73.88 74.18 10.05 19.95
73.88 74.18 19.95 20.05 3
73.88 74.18 20.05 22.0





































































10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 70.0 80.0 120.0 150.0 180.0
HISTORIES 10000
E. SAMPLE CYLTRAN OUTPUT FILE
The following sample CYLTRAN output file was generated
using the sample input file given in section A.
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1000.000000 100.000000 800.000000 500.000000 400.000000 800.000000
200.000000 150.000000 100.000000 80.000000 80.000000 50.000000
40.000000 88.000000 20.000000 15.000000 10.000008 1.000000
8.000008 5.000000 4.000008 8.000000 2.000000 1.500000
1.000000 8.800000 8.800000 8.500008 8.400000 8.500000
8.200008 LI 50008 1100000 8.880000 0.080000 1.050000
8.040008 8.030000 8.820008 8.815000 8.010000 8.008000
0.006000 8.004008 8.003008 1.002000 8.801500 8.001000
TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (CM2/G)
8.817838 8.817843 8.817388 8.017172 1010912 1018553
1018008 8.815838 1015055 1014773 8.014717 8.014806
1015018 1815428 1818544 1817989 1820979 1823128
1028538 1029118 8.932708 1038338 1847873 1055805
1088575 6.076285 1086809 8.993939 1102908 1114929
1132288 1144572 1181638 1171293 1185668 1197748
Oil 9839 6.275466 8.507550 1996802 1170913 1285552
15.164587 52.254905 123.215621 399.962176 906.056528 2771815825
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RATIO Of SCATTER1NC PLUS PAIR PRODUCTION TO TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
1 .000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000008 1.000008 1.800008
1.000000 1.000000 8.999999 1999999 8.999999 8JJ8J8J8J
1.999993 1.999998 8.999997 8.999997 8.999998 1999995
0.999994 1.999993 0.999992 8.999990 8.999985 8 939980
1.999905 8.999950 8.999915 8.999877 8.999798 8.399582
1.998737 8.997102 8.990193 8.980818 8.954018 8.921738
0.854502 0,704040 8.395241 0.204879 1085454 8.033437
8.013920 8.004071 8.001733 0.000538 8.000237 1000077
RATIO OF SCATTEBINC TO SCATTEBINC PIUS PAIS PRODUCTION ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
8.014854 8.018471 8.024928 8.030187 8.838128 US1574
8.078908 8.106274 8.181462 0.202014 1282870 1388978
1387431 1455755 1590550 0.080387 1789872 1841058
8.890388 8.924388 1951209 0.975017 8.993018 1998507
1.000000
K SHELL IONIZATION DATA
BINDING ENERGY (MEV), PUOTOEFFECT EFFICIENCY AND FLUORESCENT EFFICIENCY
0.000533 1462888 1001849
K X-BAY ENERGIES (MEV)
1000533 1000533 0.000533 0.000533
K X-BAY ACCUMULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1
AUGEB ELECTRON ENERGIES (MEV)
0.000533 1000533 8.000533
AUGER ELECTRON ACCUMULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES
1.000000 1.000000 1.





1000.000008 800.000000 800.000000 500.000000 400.000000 380.000000
200.000008 150.000000 100.000000 88.000008 80.000000 58.800009
40.000000 30.000000 20.000000 15.000000 10.000008 1800008
8.000000 1000000 4.000000 1000000 2.000000 1.500000
1.000000 1800008 1000000 8.500000 1400008 1300008
8.200000 1150000 1100000 1080000 1060008 1850000
8.040000 1030000 1020000 0.01 5000 6.010008 1808000
1000000 1004000 1003000 0.002000 1001508 1001000
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TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (CM2/G)
1.020623 1020405 1020092 1019800 1819588 0.019141
1.018454 1017950 0.017127 1016895 1016413 1016341
1.016331 0J10454 0.017138 Oil 8222 1020840 1022443
1025341 1027591 1030819 1035814 0.041186 1051754
1063561 1070717 1080530 1087070 1095409 1108500
1.122757 1134340 1151081 1101410 1178903 1105034
1229234 1110828 1708959 1.526621 1132228 11201390
24.718980 04.708389 198.519335 035.034882 1411555822 4244.419095
RATIO OF SCATTERING PLUS PAIR PBODUCTION TO TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
1.000000 1999999 0.999999 1999999 1999990 1999998
1999998 1999997 0.999990 1999995 1999993 1999991
1999989 1999987 6.999885 1999981 1999972 1999982
1.999935 1999900 6.999842 1999770 1999620 0999222
1997050 1994634 0.981964 1964821 1917787 1883849
0.759632 1562098 6.262291 1123980 0.037558 1019030
0.007910 0.002326 1000997 0.000313 1000140 1000047
RATIO OF SCATTERING TO SCATTERING PLUS PAIR PRODUCTION ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
0.011744 0.014805 0.019974 0.024108 0.030545 0.041343
0.063448 0.085828 1131563 1185703 1218487 1257825
0.313035 1396082 8.528459 1621934 1743388 1803349
1869759 1904074 0.937420 0.967509 0.990730 1998039
1.000000
K SHELL IONIZATION DATA
RINDING ENERGY (MEV), PHOTDEFFECT EFFICIENCY AND FLUORESCENT EFFICIENCY
0.000533 0.748013 0.001849
K X-RAY ENERGIES (MEV)
1000533 1000533 1000533 0.000533
K X-RAY ACCUMULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES
1.000D00 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
AUGER ELECTRON ENERGIES (MEV)
0.000533 1000533 0.000533
AUGER ELECTRON ACCUMULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000






1000.000001 800.000008 600.000000 500.000000 401000006 300.000000
200.000001 150.000000 100.000000 80.000000 60.000006 56.000008
40.000000 31000008 20.000008 11000000 IB.000006 toooooo
mooooo 1000008 4.800000 1000008 2.800006 1.580008
1.800001 1800008 6.800008 1500008 6.400006 6.360006
1298080 1150008 1100000 8.080008 1080006 6.050008
1040006 8.030008 1620008 1015008 6.010006 1008001
1008000 1004001 6.803008 1082000 0.001588 M01006
TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS (CMZ/C
1018451 Ml 8274 6.61 8001 6.817885 M17552 M171S2
Ml 8802 1818173 1.815415 6.815114 M14893 M14824
0.014808 I.014S29 1.015840 Ml 6781 M188S1 M20852
1023357 1025451 1828488 1033109 8.041153 1847882
1058827 1085443 6.074528 6.080588 1688303 1098841
1113888 1124538 1140599 1151021 1109776 1188656
1227884 1334742 6.794744 1.748197 1885155 11.585241
27.858005 92.734359 213.500435 868.126321 1471804487 4291.998621
RATIO OF SCATTERING PLUS PAIR PRODUCTION TO TOTAL ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
1.000008 1.800000 1.000000 1.000000 1.600000 1.600000
1999898 1899999 1999999 0.999999 8.999998 1999998
8.999997 1.999998 6.999994 8.999983 1999998 1999988
1.999988 1999983 1999980 8.999975 1999964 1999958
1999914 8J99878 1999789 8.999692 1999491 1998968
8.996895 1.992938 1976452 8.954098 6.894974 1828807
1707718 1498989 0.216524 1100188 1030413 M15539
8.008547 1001968 1000858 1000275 1000125 1000043
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RATIO Of SCATTERING TO SCATTERING PLUS PAIR PRODUCTION ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS
1.012147 1015299 1.020032 0.024951 1.031513 1042020
0.005204 0.000151 0.135207 0.100304 0.222323 1203007
1.319530 8.403979 0.535000 0.027900 1740307 1007000
1073404 1900979 9.939409 0.968487 1990933 1990000
1.000000
I SHELL IONIZATION DATA
BINDING ENERGY (MEV), PMOTOEFFECT EFFICIENCY AND FLUORESCENT EFFICIENCY
1000007 1.927323 1003370
K X-RAY ENERGIES (MEV)
1000007 1000087 1000087 0.000007
K X-RAY ACCUMULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
AUGER ELECTRON ENERGIES (MEV)
1000087 1.000687 0.000087
AUGER ELECTRON ACCUMULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES
1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
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* ELECTION CMS SECTION DATA FROM PROGRAM BATPAC *
NUMBER IF SETS 8N BATAPAC TAPE = 3
•****••****




110000E + 01 110080E+B1 I.S0500E-01
D.D000OE+D1 0.12011E+02 L59990E + 00
I.80000E+I1 0.15999E+02 I.31960E+09
NSET fTBM LZ1P SEN ISUB MAI KYC NCYC NMAX EMAX EMM IMAX LMAT
1 5 I 1 3 1 1 S M 3J100000E+02 1.5273449E + M 7.5139070E+I1 3
DATAPREP DATA FOR BATAPAC SET 1 14 33 3 121 7.513907E + B1
MATERIAL IENSTTY DETOUR
2 8.11850E-BZ I.83500E + 00
Z A W
8.70000E+I1 0.14O07E+D2 U0340E+00
B.80000E+B1 D.1W99E+02 I.73660E + 00
mset man ezv m m mal kyc ncyc nmax emax emm rmax lmat
2 5 8 1 3 1 1 8 84 U1DO00OE+B2 1.5273440E+0D B.0420330E+B1
BATAPREP DATA FOR BATAPAC SET 2 04 33 3 121 8.042D33E+B1
MATERIAL OENSTTY DETOUR




NSET (TRM DV ES&N tSUB HiAl KYC NCYC NMAX EMAX EMM RMAX LMAT
3 5 I 1 3 1 1 I 04 3J100000E+02 1.5273440E+00 8.0237290E+01 2
DATAPREP BATA FOR BATAPAC SET 3 04 33 3 121 8.02372OE + 81
COLLISION / TOTAL BE/DX RATIOS FOR OATAPAC SET 3
CUMULATIVE DREMSSTRAHLUNfi CROSS SECTIONS FOR DATAPAC SET 3
CUMULATIVE OREMSSTRAHLUNfi ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DATAPAC SET 3
LANCAUSS - EOUIPROBASLE ENOPOMTS FOR MTERPOLATION
K X RAY PRODUCTION FOR DATAPAC SET 3
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PHOTOELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
PAIR ELECTRON ENERGY DIVISION DISTRIBUTION (LEAD)
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BEGIN RUDIMC INPUT *
78
COMPARISON IF STORAGE REOUIREMENTS VS ALLOCATIONS
NUMBER Of MATERIALS (Ur CROSS SECTION FIIE / INMT = 3 / II
MAXIMUM NUMBER If ELEMENTS IN A PROBLEM MATERIAL /MEM = 3 / I
LENGTH OF ELECTRON CROSS SECTUM ENERGY CRIO /UMAX = 14/14
BiCTRON ENEREY CUB LENCTI EMI SAMPLING UEM1 PttOTON ENERGY / NT* = 15/15
PHOTON ENERGY Cfilfi LENGTH FOR SAMPLING BRfMS. PROTON ENERGY / KTOP = 41 / 41
ELECTRON ANGLE ERUI LENCTI FOR SAMPLING ELECTRON SCATTERING ANGLE /UMAX = S3 / S3
PROTON ANGLE GRU LENGTH FOR SAMPLING RREMS. PROTON ANGLE /HWANG = 21 / 21
PHOTON ENERGY CRIB LENGTH FOR SAMPLING RREMS. PROTON ANGLE / MRANG =25/25
ELECTRON ENERGY GRIR LENGTH FOR SAMPLING RREMS. PHOTON ANGLE / BJTANC = I / I
PHOTON ENERGY 6RI0 LENGTH FOR SAMPLING PHOTO ELECTRON RIRECTION / NEE = 13 / 17
ELECTRON ANGLE GRU LENGTH FOR SAMPLING PHOTO ELECTRON RIRECTION / HJPEL = 21 / 21
PHOTON ENERGY CRIB LENGTH FOR SAMPLUHG PAIR ELECTRON ENERGY / BJEPS = I / 17
ELECTRON ENERGY GRID LENGTH FOR SAMPLING PAIR ELECTON ENERGY / BJPPS = 21 / 21
GAUSSIAN FUNCTION CRIO FOR SAMPLING ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS STRAGGLING / HIGAS =1000/1000
LANDAU FUNCTION GRID FOR SAMPLING ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS STRAGGLING / INLAN =5000/5001
MAXIMUM NUMBER If TABLES OF PHOTON CROSS SECTIONS / HYTAI = 1 / 15
MAXIMUM LENGTH Bf PHOTON CROSS SECTION TABLE / HVTTAX = 41/41
NUMBER Bf ELECTRON ESCAPE ENERGY RINS /UMAX = 11/51
NUMBER BF PHOTON ESCAPE ENERGY RINS / UPMAX =1/51
NUMBER Bf ELECTRON ESCAPE POLAR ANGU BINS / KMAX = 11/31
NUMBER If PHOTON ESCAPE POLAR ANGLE RINS / IKPMAX =1/31
LENGTH Bf SOURCE SPECTRUM ENERGY GJUO / USPEC =1/51
NUMBER BF PULSE HEIGHT ENERGY RINS / USMAX =1/53
NUMBER IF ELECTRON FLUX ENERGY RINS / UFMAX =1/51
NUMBER If PHOTON FLUX ENERGY RINS / UFMXP =1/50
NUMBER Of ELECTRON FLUX ZONES / INLF = 1/100
NUMRER OF PHOTON FLUX ZONES / INLFP = 1/100
NUMBER BF PROBLEM ZONES / HON = 78 / 100
SIZE OF DOUBLY DIFFERENTIAL BBEMS DISTRIBUTION / NCHANG = 4725 / 4725
SIS OF SINGLY DIFFERENTIAL RREMS DISTRIBUTION / NBDIS =3135/3105
SUE OF COUDSMTT-SAUNDERSON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION / NGG =2112/2112
NO. OF ELECTRON ESCAPE A7JMUTHAL ANGLE BINS / IKMA7 =1/1
NO. BF PHOTON ESCAPE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE BINS / IKPMAZ = I / 1
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* 6E0METBY 9EPENDENT WPUT
NUMBER Of WPUT ZONES = 78
LEFT man inner ivttj electron photon
PLANE PLANE MOWS IABU3 CUTOEE F08CING
ZONE MATERIAL (CM) (CM) (CM) (CM) (MEV) FRACTION
1 1 I.000OOE + M L42000E+BB LOOOOOE+M 2JOOOOE+01 1JB3E+BB LBOQE+99
2 11 L42000E+B9 L72B00E+99 LBOOQQE+M 1J8O0OEO1 1J83E+99 8.0OOE + M
3 11 1,420001 + 01 L72BOOE+99 1J00Q8E91 L58000E-B1 1.803E + M LQOOt + M
4 J1 I.42000E + OI L72B00E+99 iflNK-n 1JSOOOE+99 1J83E+B9 LOOOE + 99
5 11 L42000E+M L72000E+80 1J5009E+M 1J500K+99 1J03E+88 iBOOE+M
1 9 1 L42000E+B8 L720O0E+00 1J5008E+99 2J580K+99 1J83E+99 B.000E + M
7 1 1 8.42QO0E + U L72000E+BB 2J500K+99 4J5000E+99 1J83E+99 LOOOE+99
I !1 I.42000E + D9 L72000E + 89 4J5000E+99 5.95000E+99 1.903E+98 LB00E+B9
1 1 1 8.42800E + 0B L72BO0E+B8 S.95000E+99 19S000E + B8 1J83E+99 9.0OOE+99
11 91 L42B00E + 08 S.72000E+99 L95000E+BB 1.U500E+81 1.903E+B9 t.OOOE + M
11 11 L42000E+B9 3.72000E+9I 1JB5HE+91 1.995001 + 91 1J83E+B9 L900E+99
12 9t L42000E+B8 L72000E+BB 1J9508E+91 2JO5OOE+01 1J83E+M 8.000E + 84
IS 11 8.42000E+B9 L72000E+B8 2.00500E+01 2JOOOOE+01 1J03E+B9 9.000E+99
14 9! L72BOOE+BB 4.77200E+01 9.00000E+99 L20000E + 01 1J83E+99 LOOOE+99
15 91 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+01 LO000OE+00 1.90000E-91 1.8B3E + BB 9.000E + 99
11 11 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+91 1.0QOQOE01 9.5OOOOE-01 1.B03E + 9I 9.0O0E+B8
17 91 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+01 L5OOOOE01 1.05000E + 00 1J03E+BB 9.000E+09
It 11 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+B1 1.05000E+09 1.95000E + BB 1J03E+B9 L000E+U
19 91 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+01 U5000E+90 L05000E + 00 1J03E+B8 L000E + 99
20 11 4.77200E+01 4.80200E + 01 2.B5000E+0B 4.9500QE + 00 1J03E+B8 L000E + 99
21 91 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+01 4J5000E+B8 5J5000E+0B 1.9O3E + 90 LBOOE+BB
22 11 4.77200E+91 4.80200E+91 LB5000E + BB L95000E+00 1.903E+99 LBOOE+BB
23 91 4.77200E+91 4.80200E+01 L95000E + BB U0500E+01 1.B03E + BB B.B00E + B9
24 11 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+01 1JJO500E+01 U9500E + 01 1.B03E + BB LBOOE+BO
25 91 4.77200E+91 4.80200E+01 1J95UE+B1 2JJO500E+B1 1J03E+BB LBOOE+BB
23 11 4.77200E+01 4.80200E+81 2.B0500E+01 L20000E + 0! 1.903E + 08 LBOOE+BB
27 1 4.80200E + 91 5.84400E+01 L0000OE+B8 L20000E+01 1J03E+99 LBOOE+99
28 91 LB4400E+01 5.87400E+01 L0O0OQE+B8 UOOOOE-BI 1.903E + BB LOOOE + 99
29 11 5.B4480E+01 LB7400E+81 1J9MK-91 L58000E01 1.B83E + B8 LB00E+88
31 91 5J4400E+01 517400E+81 9L50OOOE 81 1J5000E + B8 1J03E+99 LOOOE + 99
31 11 5J440BE+B1 5.874OOE + 01 1.B5000E+BB 1.95000E + 9I 1J03E+9I LOOOE+99
32 31 L84400E+01 5.87400E + 01 1J58ME+BB 2J500OE+98 1.903E + 99 L900E+99
33 11 L84400E + 01 5J7400E + 01 2J5000E+BB 4J5000E+99 1J83E+99 LOOOE + 99
34 91 5J4400E+01 LB7400E+B1 U5HK+N LB5000E+09 1.903E + 99 LOOOE+99
35 11 5J4400E+01 LB7400E+B1 5.95000E+99 9J5000E+09 1J03E+9I L900E+99
31 9t L94400E+01 LB7400E+01 9-95000E+BB U0500E+01 1J03E+99 8.000E+99
37 11 5J4400E+01 LB7400E+B1 1.90500E+B1 1J950OE+91 1J83E+69 LOOOE + 99
33 91 L94400E+01 LB7400E+B1 1J9500E+01 2.00500E+01 1J03E+99 L900E + 99
39 11 5J4400E+91 L87400E+01 2.90500E+01 2JB0OOE+01 1J03E+89 L900E+BB
49 1 1 LB7400E+01 L51800E+B1 B.B0000E+B8 L200QOE + 01 1J83E+99 LOOOE + 99
41 a1 9.51800E + 91 L54800E + B1 1B0000E + B0 UO0OOE01 1.903E + 99 LOOOE + 99
42 11 8.51B00E + 01 L54600E + B1 1.00000E-01 L50000EB1 1J03E+B8 9.00OE+B8
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43 3 9.51 6001 + 01 8.546001 + 01 8.50000161 1.050001 + 00 1.8031 + 88 8.0001 + 08
44 9 9.51900E+01 6.546001 + 01 1 .050001 + 09 1J500QE+99 1.8031 + 08 8.0001+09
45 3 1.51 BOW + 01 1.546001 + 01 1 .950001 + 68 2.050001 + 00 1.8031 + 68 8.0001 + 08
41 9 I.5IB00F + 01 6.546001 + 01 2.050001 + 08 4.950001+88 1J83f+89 8.9001+99
47 3 1519001+01 8.54600E + 01 4.950001+08 5.950001+00 1.8031 + 00 9.0001+99
41 9 0.516001 + 01 8.546001 + 01 5.050001 + 81 9.950001+00 1.8031 + 00 19001+99
49 3 151900E+01 6.546001+01 9.950001 + 99 IJ05001 + 01 1.8031 + 00 10001 + 90
51 9 9.516001 + 01 1.546001 + 81 1.005001 + 61 1J9508E+01 1.9031 + 09 10001 + 00
51 3 1516001 + 61 6.546001 + 81 1J950K+01 2JO5OOE+01 1JC3E + 88 10001 + 00
52 9 9.516001 + 91 6.546001 + 81 2J050K+01 L20000E + 91 1.6031 + 99 10001 + 09
53 1 1.546001 + 01 7.38SQOE + 01 9.000001 + 99 2700001+61 1J83E+M 10001 + 08
54 3 7.588001 + 9! 7.418001 + 91 9.80000E+H 1JOOO0I01 1.6031 + 69 10001+88
55 9 7.38900E+91 7.418001 + 61 1.000001-91 150000101 1.8031+99 O.OOK + OO
51 3 7.388001 + 01 7.41800E+91 9.50000181 1J5000E+99 1.9031 + 09 10001 + M
57 9 7.388001 + 01 7.418001 + 81 1J5000E+N 1J5008E+99 1.9031+99 10001 + 99
51 3 7.388001 + 01 7.41800E+91 1.950001 + 99 2J50001 + 00 1.8031 + 98 10001 + 98
59 9 7.388001 + 01 7.418001 + 81 2.050001 + 99 4J50001 + 00 1.9031 + 08 100OE + 99
90 3 7.388001 + 61 7.418001 + 81 4.950001 + 00 5.050001 + 00 1.6031 + 00 10001 + 00
91 9 7.388001 + 01 7.41 SHOE +01 5.050001 + 00 1.950001+00 1.6031 + 00 O.OOOE + 08
92 3 7.388001 + 01 7.418001+01 9.950001 + 00 1.005001 + 01 1.6031 + 00 10001 + 00
93 9 7.388001 + 01 7.418001 + 01 1.005001 + 01 1J9500E+91 1.6031+00 10001 + 00
94 3 7.388001 + 01 7.41800E+01 1.99500E+01 2.005001 + 01 1.8031 + 00 10001+ 99
95 9 7.388001 + 01 7.418001 + 01 2.005001 + 01 2700001 + 01 1.8031+00 8.0001 + 00
99 1 7.41800E+01 8i6000E + 01 8.000001 + 00 2700001 + 01 1.8031 + 00 O.OOOE + 00
97 3 1.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 01 0.000001 + 00 1.00000161 1.602E + 00 10001 + 90
98 9 1.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 01 1.00000101 9.50000101 1.6031 + 00 0.0001 + 00
99 3 8.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 01 9.50000101 1.050001 + 00 1.9031+00 10001+00
70 9 878000E+81 8.29(1001 + 01 1.050001 + 00 1 .950001 + 00 1.803E + 00 0.0001 + 00
71 3 1.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 01 1.950001+00 L05000E+OC 1.6031 + 00 1000E+00
72 9 1.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 01 2.050001+00 4.950001 + 00 1.6031 + 00 9.0001+99
73 3 1760001 + 01 8790001 + 01 4J5000E+00 5.050001+00 1.6031 + 08 10001 + 08
74 9 1.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 01 5050001 + 00 1950001 + 00 1.6031 + 00 10001+99
75 3 1290001+01 8.290001 + 01 9.950001 + 00 1.005001 + 81 1.6031 + 00 10001+ 99
79 9 1.260001 + 01 879Q00E + 01 1.005001 + 01 1J9500E + 81 1.6031 + 00 lOOOf +99
77 3 8760001+01 8.290001 + 01 1.995001 + 81 2.005001 + 91 1.8031 + 00 10001 + 00
79 9 8.260001 + 01 8.290001 + 61 2.005001 + 01 2700001 + 01 1.6031 + 00 10001 + 00
81
* SOURCE INFORMATION *
************************
SOURCE ELECTRONS
THE MAXIMUM SOURCE ENERGY IS 391.00000 MEV
THE GLOBAL ELECTRON CUTOFF ENERGY IS 1.00300 MEV
THE PHOTON CUTOFF ENERGY IS 0.01000 MEV
COORDINATES OF THE POINT SOURCE OR OF THE CENTER OF THE REAM (DISK) SOURCE ARE
X = OJOOOOE+00 CM Y = O.0000OE+M CM Z = O.DOOOOE+08 CM
THE RADIUS OF THE REAM (DISK) SOURCE B = LOOQOE+OO CM
REFERENCE DIRECTION FOR ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION IS REFINER RY
THETA = 0.0000 OEGREES PHI = 8.0000 DEGREES
M0N0DIRECTIONAL SOURCE IN REFERENCE DIRECTION
THE STANDARD ERROR ESTIMATES ARE RASED ON 10 HATCHES Of 1000 HISTORIES EACH
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BUTPUT BPTIONS *
ELECTBOK ESCAPE ENERGY CLASSIFICATIONS (MEV)
351.90000 312J0008 272.70000 234.80000 195.50001 15140001
117.00000 71.20008 39.10000 1.00300
ELECTRON ESCAPE POLAI ANCLE CLASSIFICATIONS (DECREES)
10.80001 20.00001 30.00000 40.00000 50.00001 7100000
10.00000 120.00000 158.00000 180.00000






ELECTRON COLLISION AND RADIATION ENERGY LOSS STRAGGLING
KNOCK-ON ELECTION PRODUCTION
NO COUPLED INELASTIC SCATTERINC OfELECTIONS
IREMSSTRAHLUNG AND CHARACTERISTIC X-RAY QUANTA FOLLOWED
IREMSSTRAHLONC WTRINaC ANGLE If EMISSION FROM TABULATE! ItfTBMTlON
PHOTON PRODUCED ELECTRONS FOUOWEI
MATERIAL NO. 1
ELECTRON RANCE AT MAXIMUM SOURCE ENERGY IS 1.751 39E + 12 (G/CM"2)
K X RAY QUANTA NOT FOUOWEI
ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION NOT SAMPLED
MATERIAL NO. 2
ELECTRON RANGE AT MAXIMUM SOURCE ENERGY IS 0.00420E+02 (G/CM"2)
K X RAY QUANTA NOT FOUOWEI
ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION NOT SAMPLED
MATERIAL NO. 3
ELECTRON RANGE AT MAXIMUM SOURCE ENERGY IS I.IO237E+02 (G/CM"2)
K X-RAY QUANTA NOT FOLLOWED
ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION NOT SAMPUD
ANNIHILATION QUANTA FOUOWED
THE VOLUME RATIO IS 1.1 OOOOOOOOOOOOE + 01
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SSI MeV Electrons - fSJ PMMA SScn Air, 40J PMMA S UF Arrays
THE PROBLEM IS IBS PERCENT COMPLETL TIME TS FiNISi IS
AVERAGE SOURCE ENEREY = 3J100E+I2 S MEV
1006 SECONDS. AVERAGE TIME PER BATCH IS 4SSJ4I
TIE WmAl RANDOM NUMBER If THIS RUN IS I
TIE HTIM RANDOM NUMBER If THE CURRENT BATCH IS 31411431531
TIE FINAL RANDOM NUMBER If TIE CURRENT BATCH IS B2I01707B2
HISTORIES REJ KJ •» STEPS --
PRIM SEC KNOCK P E PAIR COM AUGER HEM RAI XRAY LAND




ENERGY (MEV) AVE ENERGY (MEV) PfUrflpCPl/ rWIViHIt I IWfVIBMJB SLfM.Blrl
FIRST KNOCK (ABOVE TCUT) 1.5502E + 0! 8.741 9E+ 88 2.2994E + M 22994
TOTAL KNOCK (ABOVE TCUT) 1J350E+81 5.9368E+I8 12594E+00 32594
PHOTO-ELECTION 1J448E-01 3.833BE82 2.7253E+08 27253
PAIR B.S541E+B1 3.8458E+B1 1.7822E+B8 17822
COMPTON LB289E+B1 4.4750E-B1 4.5294E+B1 452938
AUGER B.OOOOE+00 B.OOOOE+00 B.OOOOE+88 8
FIRST RREMSSTRAHLUNG L2313E+B2 2.41 BSE +81 8i321E+BB 92321
TOTAL RREMSSTRAHLUNG 2 4059E + 02 1.7029E+01 1.4128E+81 141278
K X-RAY(P-IONIZATION) B.OOOOE + OO B.OOOOE+80 8.0000E + 00 8
K X-RAY(E-IONIZATION) B.D00OE+B8 B.OOOOE+08 8.0000E+BO 8
ANNIHILATION QUANTA B.2881E0! 5.1098E-01 1.230BE+BB 12306
NUMBER AND ENERGY (MEV PER SOURCE PARTICLE) Bf SOURCE PARTICLES REJECTED FOR BEING BELOW THE GLOBAL CUTOFF
8 B.BOOOOE+00 99
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NUMBER ESCAPE FRACTION - KNOCK- ON AND PHOTON GENERATED ELECTBON1 ANNUU1AT10N lADIATUN, K X-RAYS
TRANSMISSION
KNOCK PSEC ANNUI
L4OE02 4 U1E-01 2 1.13E-01 1
K X-RAYS FROM MATERIAL NO. 1, K X-RAYS FROM MATERIA! NO. I ETC.
O.OOE+IOSS O.OOE + 00 DO LOW + 00 99
REELECTION
KNOCK P-SEC ANNIH
O.OOE + 00 DO LOOE+00 00 US 03
K X-RAYS FROM MATERIAL NO. 1, K X-RAYS FROM MATERLAl NO. 2, ETC.
LOOE+UOO D.00E + M99 LOW + 00 99
LATERAL ESCAPE
KNOCK P-SEC ANNIH
3.30E-02 4 1.70E02 S L24E 02 2
K X-RAYS FROM MATERIAL NO. 1, K X-RAYS FROM MATERIAL NO. 2, ETC.
0.00E+00O9 0.0OE+O0O9 O.OOE+00 99
NUMBER AND ENERGY ESCAPE FRACTIONS
TRANSMISSION
ELECTRON PHOTON
NUMBER ENERGY COUNTS NUMBER ENERGY COUNTS
1.40E + 00 1 2.42E-Q1 1 14574 L20E+H 3.00E-01 252142
REFLECTION
ELECTRON PROTON
NUMBER ENERGY COUNTS NUMBER ENERGY COUNTS
O.OOE + 00 99 O.OOE+00 99 I 1.4OE01 2 0.11E-05 3 14200
LATERAL ESCAPE
ELECTRON PHOTON
NUMBER ENERGY COUNTS NUMBER ENERGY COUNTS
5.40E02 5 7.091-04 4 540 L05E+00 2.09E 03 1 330705
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eneuy KPoaruw
(NORMALIZE! TB W WCJOEMT
ML MATERIAL MAS(GM) VOLUME(CC)
1 1.521BE+M U803E+M
J 2.48341-02 14248E-8I
1 I.OOOOE + U 8.411 BE 81
I 4J889E 81 1.8850EB1
B.BOUE+U 2.5447E+BI
1 L9337EI1 1.7899EB1
I.OOOOE+M 1.9132E + I1
J 2.4834E+U S.4248EB1
8.0000E + M 8.9272E+B1
3 4.9U9E +U 1.8850E+U
I.OOOOE +M 2.7992E+82
3 9.9337E + 00 L78UE+U
I.OOOOE+M 7.7211E+ 11
I 7.0271E+ 01 5J301E+M
1 2.4834E02 9.4248E0I
1 LQOOOE+M L4110E-01
] 4.S669E 01 1.8850E01
B.OOOOf+00 2.5447E + U
I 0.9337E-01 8.7B99E-B1
20 1 I.OOOOE + M 1J132E+B1
21 I 2.4834E+U 9.4248E-B1
22 1 I.OOOOE +M B.9272E+B1
23 I 4J889E+M 1.8850E + 00
24 1 LOOOOE+U 2.7M2E + 02
25 I LM37E+U 1.7899E+B8
28 1 I.OOOOE + M 7.7281E+ 81
27 1 1 1.5210E+M 1.2803E+M
a I 2.48341-02 9.424IE0I
29 11 O.OOOOE+U I.4118E-01
II 2 4.9869E-01 1.8850E01
11 1 8.0000E+00 2.5447E+00
12 1 9.93371-01 3.7699E-B1
II 1 O.OOOOE+U 1.9132E+B1
14 I 2.4834E+Q0 8.4248E-81
15 1 LOOOOE +U 8.9272E + 01
18 I 4J869E+U 1.U50E + U
17 1 I.0000E+80 2.7992E+02
II I U337E+B8 17B99E+BB
II 1 8.0000E+8I 7.7211E+ 11
40 1 1.5210E + 04 12UK+M
41 I 2.4834E-02 L4248E-B3
42 11 I.MOOE + M 8.4118E-B1
41 I 4.9669E 01 1.U50E-01
44 1 LQMOE+U 2.5447E + U
45 I I.9337E 01 3.7099E0J
41 1 I.OOOOE+00 1.91I2E + I1
47 1 2.4834E+M I.4Z48E-B1
PARTICLE)
ENEUY lEPOaTUW (MEV)
PRIM KNOCK fi-SC TOTAL
2J143E+01 1 -1J284E+B8 5 1J3I7E+M 1 2.1353E+B1 1
5.11B3EI1 2-7J780EB2 27 4J484EB2 7 4.887IE -81 8
LUOOE+UU LOOOOE+UU LOOUE+M M I.OOOOE + 00 39
B.5848E-B4 II I.1I04E-BI II 3.5I77E-U II 1J427E 12 12
I.OOOOE + 00 It LOOOOE+UU I.OOOOE +M M 8.M00E + M 99
L4915EB5M U443E-U II L8779EM24 1.727K83 17
I.0O00E + M99 I.OOOOE + 00 99 I.OOOOE+M M I.OOOOE + 00 99
U429E-05 II 4J515E-05 19 71100EK72 1J1B4EM 10
LOOOOE+UU I.OOOOE + 00 99 LOOOOE+MM I.OOOOE + 00 99
I.OOOOE + 06 99 5.1884E85II 2.91 89-85 17 LU29E-U U
O.OOOOE + 08 99 0.O000E + 00 99 MOOOE+M M I.OOOOE + 00 99
LUUE +UU 3.3943* 05 M 5J904EM 81 L9034E-85 SI
I.OOOOE + 00 91 I.O000E + 00 99 I.OOOOE+M M LUOOE+UU
1.1B18E-B1 1 1.89121-83 99 1.2189E 82 2 1.3004E-I1 2
4.4335E 03 21 2.5799E 04 99 2.7531 E -83 28 I.9288E 03 12
O.OOOOE + 00 99 I.OOOOE + 00 99 I.OOOOE + 00 19 BJOOOE+BIU
7J995E-B2 5 -L5U9E 82 42 2.5129E 03 19 5.4438E-B2 21
LUOOE+UU I.OOOOE + 00 99 I.OOOOE+M U I.OOOOE + 00 99
L3707E-02 7 -I.B778E-M 81 1.7782E 03 37 L487BE-B2 7
0.0000E + 00 99 I.OOOOf + 00 99 LOOOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
1.5912E0354 7.4166E0439 1.U7BEUS2 3.3405E 03 31
I.OOOOE + 00 99 I.OOOOE + M 99 O.OOOOE + M IS LUOOE+UU
1.3772E04 85 L5737E-M 52 5.B494E-M 21 1.3600E03M
LOOOOE+UU I.OOOOE + 00 99 LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
LUOOE +UU 2.75UEM47 1.1383EM 53 3.898 IE 04 M
LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
2.1458E + 01 I -7.UUE-I1 12 5.M07E + M 2 2.5749E + 01 1
L7857E-B3 12 2.1169E 03 U L4298E 83 II 1.U99E-B2 19
LOOOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
L4755EB2 7 -4.2342E-K 91 2.M43E-02 11 7.11B4EB2 I
LOUOE+UU LUOOE+UU I.OOOOE + M 99 LUOOE+UU
4.5100E-B2 4 -1.01221-02 99 1.1878EB2 12 4J858E 82 28
LOUOE+UU 8.U00E+UU LOOOOE+U U LOOOOE+U U
3.8080E 03 14 5.409QE 04 33 8.5547E M 17 L2044E-U IB
LOOOOE+UU LOUOE+UU LUOOE+UU O.OOOOE + M 99
L1D20EMM L8632EUU LU25EMU 7.5708E 04 38
I.OOOOE + 00 99 LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE +UU
LOOOOE +UU LOUOE+UU 2.1I17EB5 54 2.1I17EB 54
LOOOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
2J539E+01 1 -L20UE-01 22 L89UE+U 2 LI11BE+I1 1
1J321EU27 L1593EM55 5J2S7EU II L37I7EU 14
LOOOOE+UU LOOOOE+UU LUOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
LS378E82 18 L8U5E-M U 2J78K82 5 LM27E-B2 4
LOOOOE+UU LOOOOE+UU LOOOOE+UU LUOOE+UU
3.8874E02 I I.U92E 04 U 1.7434E82 I L717K-B2 5
LUUE+UU LUOOE+UU LOOOOE +UU LUOOE+UU
4.UUE-U 21 2.77221-64 U 4.1B97E-U 18 L1939E-U 15
87
48 I O.OOOK+00 3.82721 + 01 LOOQQE+00 M LOOOOE+00 IS I.0OOQE + N M IMK+N N
49 3 4J80H+00 1J850E+00 1.7435104 04 LOOOOf-t-BI M 7.3772104 35 142071-14 31
so i looooe+oo imn+u iooooe+nu 1.00001+00 u o.oom+oom uoooe+nm
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ENEBCY BEP0ST10JI
(NORMALIZES Tl ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE)
ZONE MATERIAL MASS(CM) VOLUME(CC)
51 1 L9337E+M L7099E+M
52 1 0.OMOE+M 7.7211E+ 11
53 1 1.5210E+M 1.2M3E+M
54 3 2.4I34E02 I.424IE-I3
55 1 MIOOE+M i.4imil
51 3 4JU9EI1 1.II50E-I1
57 1 I.OOOOE + M 2.5447E+N
51 1 L9337E-91 3.7I99E-I1
51 1 I.ODOOE + M 1J132E+I1
II 3 2.4834E+M L4248E-01
11 1 LMME+N OJ272E+I1
12 3 4JM9E+M 1.II50E+II
13 1 I.OOOOE+U 2.7992E+I2
14 3 L9337E+M L7M9E+M
15 1 LMOOE+M 7.7281E+ 81
II 1 1.5210E+M U803E + 04
17 3 Z.4834E02 L4248E-M
II 1 LOOOOE+U 1.411 IE 11
19 3 4.9089E01 1.8850E-01
71 1 I.0O0OE + O0 2.5447E+M
71 3 L9337E-01 3.7699E-01
72 1 O.OOODE+H 1.9132E+I1
73 3 2.4834E+M L4248E01
74 1 I.OOOOE+OI I.9272E+I1
75 3 4JM09E+M 1.M50E + 00
71 1 I.OOOOE+II 2.7M2E + I2
77 3 IJ337E+II 3.7399E+0I
71 1 I.OOOOE+II 7.7281E+ 11
TOTAL
ENEMY lEPOSmON (MEV)
PRIM KNOCK fi-SEC TOTAL
LMOOE +MM I.OOOOE +MM I.M1K-K 21 1.181 IE 05 ZJ
LMOOE+MM LMOOE+MM LMOIf+N M OJOOOE+N M
1.II7IE + I1 1 7.4I4IE02I7 UMOf + ll 1 L2754E+I1 I
113me-04 4i 3j800e04 53 4.i507e-i3 17 l1i1seu1i
lomoe+mm i.m +nh i.mooe +nm umoe+n h
2.4305e02 i 2.7405e-03 41 2.75ssei2 i 5.4141 e 12 5
looooe+mh loqme+mm iooooe + m m lnme+mm
2j979e02 7 3j575emu l5037e 12 i sj074e 82 i
LOOOOE + M M LMOOE +MM OJOOIf+N N O.OMOE + N 38
L05ME M 22 -L2IME M K 7JI1K-M 11 1 .431* KM
OJOOOE+MII LOOOOE + M M UOOOE+N If LUHE+M 81
1.7122E04 50 I.I22BE-K N 4J414E04 20 7J1WM2S
LMOOE+MM LMOOE+MM LMME+N M OJOOOE+IO 91
5.7388E05 99 I.OOOOE + M 91 1.S533E-04 31 2.1272E04 41
LMOOE+MM I.0000E + MII LOOOOE+M H I.0000E+00 99
1J320E+I1 1 1J37IE-I1 31 1.M83F + I1 1 3J107E+01 1
1.0449E-03 50 -I.9077E-04 M L0502E 03 35 L1103EM35
LOOOOE+OOOI L0O00E+00 99 LOOOOE+M N LOOOOE+00 09
11975E02 1I 2.0852E-03I7 2.3038E-02 7 LI095E 02 5
L0000E+00 99 LOOOOE+OO 99 LOOOOE+IO M LOOOOE+00 99
L3282E-02 10 2.I730E-03 71 2.4487E02 4JI42E02 7
0.0000E+00I9 LOOOOE+00 91 LOOOOE + M It LOOOOE+M M
1.0478E-02 I -2.1388E M M 7.5735E-M 17 1.5313E 02 11
0.000OE+HM LOMOE+MM LOOOOE + M U LOOOOE+M M
I.738IE-M32 1.5830E-M 17 L7109EMM 1.7033EK23
LOMOE+MM LMOOE+MM I.OOOOE +MM LOOOOE+M M
LOMOE+MM 4.4541EMM 2.7I42EK51 7i1l3EMI1
LMOOE+MM LMOOE+MM LMOOE+MM LOOOOE+M M
1.M39E+02 I-2J818E+M 3 4J785E+I1 1 1.4439E+02 I






























































































1.51 K + II
1.51 If + 11
3.51 IE + 11
1.51 IE + 11




(normalize! tl me mc1dent particle)
electron:km pum knock 6-sec tita1
i.0ooe+ii l20k+i1 7.300k n 1h.177ie ii 3-l7nki2 5-1.4u8e-i1 i
i.0o0e+di 1.mk-i1 loook 14 17-1.1nk 02 ! i.4000e m 1h.72me k 7
liok-h l500e-i1 lnme+m m umk+m n umk+m m uimf+n ii
3.500e-i1 1j50e+m unk+m m 1.200k-m 27 5jmkm 54 1.7mkn 21
i.ioo0e + n n uoooe+h m lmme + n h lnme + n m
lmme + n m i.00o0e + n n 4.mme-m 55 4.nme-m 17
iOOOOf + H n LMME+N SS LNME+N M IJUK + N If
I.O0O0E+M SI UOOOE+N M LMME+N M UMK+M N
I.0OOIE + N M UOOOE+N IS UMK+M M UMK+M M
I.M0K + M M UOOK+M M UMK+M M LNOK + N M
I.M0K + N M UMK+M M UMK+M M UMK+M M
UMK+M M LNME-M M LMME + N N 1.NME-M M
U00K+N N LMME+N N UMK+M M UNK+N M
1.MME-04 ML00ME M 37 7.MME-I4 M1.MME-M M
UOME+N M-LMOK-M M 2.1MK N I7L2MK H 15
9.5Q0E 01 LOOME+M M LOOME+N M LNOK+N N UMK+M M
1.05K+M I.000K + N M-2.300K-M 1S-1.100K-N 2S-L4MK-H 12
UOOOE+N N LOOOOE + N N LMME+N N UMK+M H
L0O0K+N N-3.000K-I4 51-4M0M M 41-7.MME-M N
LOOOK+M N LOOOK+N N L000K+N N UMK+M M
LOOOOE + M N LMOOE+N N LOOOK+M M UMK+M M
U5K+N LS5K+N LMME + N N LOOOOE + N N LOOOK + N N LMME + N N
L950E+N 1J05E+I1 LMME+M N 1.M00E M M 2.000K M M LNMEM 71
1.M5E+I1 1.995E + I1 LMME+M N LMME+N N LOOOK+N N UMK+M N
1.9951 + 01 LM5+01 LOOOK + M N LOOOK + M N 1.000K-M M 1.MDK-M M
LM5E+I1 2J0K+I1 LOOOK+M NUMK+NN LMME +N N LMME+N N
UME+M L2ME+I1 2J10K02 7L14MEI2 IL2MK-K M.52ME-I2 5



























































1.05K + M 1.95K + M
1.95K + M 2.05K + M
2.05K + N 4.95K + M








LOOK 01 L50KI1 LMME+M N LOOOK+N N LOOOK+N M LNOK+N N
L50K-01 L05K + N L000K + N M5.000KM II LOOOK + N M-5.M0KM M
LOOOK+N N LNOK+N N LNME+M M UMK+M M
U00K+M M7.MME M 14-2.71 OK -21 M7.NME-M N
LOOOK +N N LOOME+M H LOOOK + N N LOOOK + N N
LOOOK+N H LM0K-M M1M0K-M M1.M42E-2I N
LNOK+N N LNME +M N LMME+M M LNME+M M
L000K + N N LM0K+M N 2.7105 21 M 2.7115-21 M
L000K + N N LMME+M N LOOOK+N N UMK+M M
UMK+M H L000K+N M-LMOK-M M LNME-M M
UMK+M N LNME+M M LOOOK + N N LOOOK + N H
5.75ME-02 4-L7MK-M 53-4.M0K-I2 12 LNOK-M M
LOOOK+N N-1.N0K-M N 2.NME M N-LNME-M H
L50KI1 LNOK + N N L000K + N N LNOK + N N LNME + M N
1.05K + N LOOOK+M M 1.M0K-M M-LMOK-M 42-1JMK-fl 75
1.05K + N 1.95K + N
1J5K+H 2.05K + N
2.05K + N 4.95K + N
4.95K + M L05K+M
5J5K+N U5K+N
I.95K + M 1.MS+I1
1M5+I1 LM5 + I1
1JS5+I1 2J05+I1
2.NK+01 L2ME+I1
LNK+N L2OK + 01
I.00K + N 1.MK-I1
1JOK01
1.5OK01
1.05K + M 1J5K + N
1J5K+N 2.05K + N
2.05K+N 4.95K + M
4.95K + N 5.05K + N
LOOOK + N M U0OK +M N LNOK+N M LNOK+N M
LOOOK +M M 2.000K-M M-4.M0K-M M-LMOK-M M
LOOOK+M M LOOOK+N N LMME+M H UMK+M M
1.M0K-M M LOOM M M-2.000K-M M-4.3MK-2I M
90
41 I L51K+I1 U4K+I1 5.05M + M U5K+M U80K+M U UOOQE+II li UME+N IS UOME +W II
41 3 t51lf + 11 I.54K + 81 L858E+II U8S+I1 LOOOOf+n H iOOOOE+M IS Z.710S71 M-2.71SS 21 94
51 I I.51K + I1 L54K+I1 1JOH+I1 1JJW+I1 I.000K +U IS I.OQOW + M W t.OQQtt + M II I MOW + It U
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CHARGE KPOSTUM
























1.51 IE + 11































7.41 IE + 81
7.41 IE + 11
7.41 IE + 11
7.41K+ II
7.41 IE +11
7.41 IE + 11
7.41 IE +11



















01 U PRIM KNOCK E-ffC THAI
1J95E+I1 LM5E+I1 l.0O00E->-H U I.B00tf+M St-LB008E-M 5I-SJ0IUE-M 51
2J05E+I1 L2ME+I1 ISOOOf + N M LB000E+-U M I.UUUE + II M I.B0UE->-N M
LOOK+M L2ME+I1 L2MK-K 2 1J40K 12 43-4.11 HE I? 25 L210K -12 21
UOOE+N 1J80E-I1 l.0OO0£ + M M LOOOQC + H M-IJ088E-M 11-LMOtE-M SI
1.MK-I1 L50K-I1 UOOK+H If UNW +11 If UMK+H M UOOK + H If
I.SME-11 1J5K+M 2J000E M 17 LOOOK M M LOOOK-M M 4JMK-M If
LOOOK + M If UOOK+M If IJIME + M M LMOK + M If
1 JO00E-M H-5JB00E-I4 54-L2S2K-2I H-4MME-M M
IIOOOE+M If LOOOK + M M UOOK + M M UMK+H M
LOOOK-M 51-4JMK-M 71 1M0K-M M1M42I-2I H
UOOK+H H UIME+M M UMK+H H UMK+H H
UOOK+H H 1.HUE-M H1J2ME 21 H 1.HME-I4 H
LOOOK+U U UOOK+H H UMK+H H UOOK + H H
UOOK+H H UOOK + H H-5.421K-21 H- 5.42 IK- 21 H
LOOOK+H U UOOK+H U UOOK + H H UMK+H H
1.224K-I1 2 IJMK 12 2*2J7ME 12 21 1JHKI1 I
UOOK+H U UOOK+H 93 LOOOK-M H-2.0OOK -14 H
I.50K-01 UOOK+H H UOOK+H H LOOOK+H H UMK+H H
1.05K + M LMOK-M U I.0MK-M U-LMOK-M 75 LOOOK-M U
I.OOOK + M U LOOOK+H U UOOK+H H UOOK+H H
LOOOK + U U LOOOK 04 H 4.I00K-M H I.OOOK-04 H
UOOK+H U LOOOK+U U LOOOK+H H LIOOK + M H
LOOOK+H U- LOOOK- 04 II LOOOK-M M- LOOOK-M H
LOOOK+U IS LOOOK+U U LOOOK+H H LOOOK + M U
LOOOK+U U LOOOK+U U- LOOOK-M 17 LOOOK 04 17
LOOOK+U U LOOOK+H U LOOOK +H U UOOK+H H
LOOOK+U U LOOOK+U 19 LOOOK-M » LOOOK M H





5.B5K + M USK+H
U5K+M 1.H5E + I1
1.M5E + I1 1J05E+I1
1JS5E+I1 2.005E+I1
L005E+01 L20K + 81
LOOK+M L20K+I1












8.950E + 00 L005E + I1
LOOK + 01 1J95E+01
1J95E+I1 L005E+01
2J05E+I1 L20K+I1
TOTAL L102K01 1 1.77701 01 3 L289K 01 3-LI40K 12 12
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ENERGY SPECTRA If TSAKSMfTTUI EiECTBONS
(NUMBEB/MEV, NORMALIZES Tl ME MCIOENT PARTICLE)
E (MEV)
391.0000 351.9000 0.OOE+M 99
351.9000 312.0000 7J7E 01 51
312.8000 273.7000 1.1KM 14
273.7000 234.0000 I.31E 04 5
234.0001 195.5001 1.53E-I3 5
195.5001 150.4001 IM 03 3
150.4000 117.3001 2.93E-I3 3
117.3000 7L2000 4.14EB3 3
78.2000 39.1000 I.S9E-83 1
39.1000 1.0030 1.94E92 1
ENERGY SPECTU If REFLECTEB ELECTRONS
(NOMBER/MEV, NORMALIZED TO ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE)
E(MEV)
391.0000 351.9000 B.00E+00 99
351.9000 312.8000 I.OOE + OC 99
312.8000 273.7000 I.00E+D8 99
2717001 234.9000 8.00E + 0B 99
234.9000 195.5000 B.00E+8B 99
195.5000 158.4009 B.B0E+I8 99
158.4000 117.3000 I.0OE+I9 99
117.3000 78.2000 I.00E+08 99
78.2000 39.1000 I.00E+B8 99




















ENERGY SPECTRA If LATERALLY ESCAPING ELECTRONS












ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION: If TBANSMnTES W KfFLfCTD ELECTRONS
(NUMBER/SR, NORMALIZED Tl W NCIDENT PABTICLE)
PIII(DEC) = : 8.000
THETA (DEC) 180.000
1.0001 10.0000 I.B4E + D8 1
10.0000 28.0000 1.32E + N 2
20.0000 38.0000 USE 11 4
30.0008 40.0000 1 .JOE- 11 4
40.0000 50.0000 12BE 12 5
50.0000 70.0000 1J4E-82 1
70.0000 88.0008 1.S1E-03 14
10.0000 120.0000 UOE+NM
120.0000 158.0000 8.00E+80 80
150.0001 180.0000 LOOE+N 88
ANGULAR BISTBIBOT10NS Of LATERALLY ESCAPING ELECTRONS
(NUMBER/SB. NORMALIZED T8 ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE)
PHI(DEG) = 8.000
THETA (DEC) 180.000
8.0000 18.0000 8.00E+00 88
10.0000 20.0000 1.7BE 83 45
20.0000 30.0000 1.B2E-B2 12
30.0000 40.0000 3.04E 02 7
40.0000 50.0000 1.54E 02 11
50.0000 70.0000 8.771-03 8
70.0000 80.0000 I.B4E-04 15
80.8000 120.0000 8.55E 05 71
120.0000 150.0000 B.00E+B8 88
150.0000 180.0000 B.OOE+00 88
ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS If ELECTIONS TRANSMfTTEB ANB BEFLECTFJ
A7JMUTM INTERVAL IS 1.00000 Tl 180.00000 DECREES
(NUMBER, (MEV'SR), NORMALIZEB TO ONE PARTICLE)
28.008 30.808 40.000 58J08 71801 SUM 12UM
41008 56.800 71008 88.000 121808 151808
TVTA= 1000 18.808
E (MEV) 11000 21008
381.000 351.800 lOOE+DO 88 B.OOE+88 88 UOE+N 88 180E+H 81 100E+88 N 180E+88 N B.BOE + N 18 UOE+M M UOE+N IS
351 JOO 312.808 8.04E-05 51 UOE +N 88 180E+88 88 180E+N IS 180E+88 88 lOOE+Bf IS UK+SS SS IBOE + Sf If 180E + S8 IS
312.800-273.700 1.15E-B3 14 100E+N 88 8.B0E+88 88 180E + 88 M UOE+N SS 1B8E+N 88 188E+88 SI S.BOE + N IS B.BOE + N M
271700 234.800 138E-83 5 1.17E-84 38 O.OOE+00 SS 188E+88 88 IBQE+N M 180E+SS SS 180E +N M 180E + S8 IS 1BOE + 88 SS
234.800 135.508 1.52E-82 5 2.80E-04 13 BJOE+M SS 1S8E+SS SS OJOE+00 « SJOE+SS SS B.BOE + N N UOE+Bf IB 1S0E+N H
185.500-151408 2.15E 82 3 5.05E-04 14 100E+SS SS UOE+N SS IBOE+BS IS 180E+8S SS UOE+N N UOE+N N UOE+N N
158.400 117.300 2.78E-B2 3 8.20E-04 S 1.S8E 85 51 UOE+N N 100E+N N UOE+N N UOE + N N UOE+N N UOE + N N
117.300 78.700 148E 02 3 2.72E-B3 7 7.1BE-U N 4.B7E-N N 1B0E+N N 8.00E + N U B.OOE + N N B.BOE + N N 8.B0E + N N
78.200 38.100 4.87E-02 2 7.53E 03 3 5.75E-84 S 12BE-B5 17 B.80E-N 87 1.35E-N N UOE + N N 1NE+N N UOE+N N
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39.100 1.803 5.19(02 2 217102 2 I.19E-93 4 3.42E 03 4 1.3SE-B3 5 4.SOE-04 I UK 05 14 UK+M N U8E+M II
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ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR liSTROUTUNS If ELECTIONS TRANSMITTD AND IEFLECTEI
UMmi TTUVAI B LOOOOI Tl 1SL0Q0N KNEES





312.8000 2717000 LNE+N N
2737001 234.0000 I.Ott + 00 99
234.6008 195.5000 I.00E + M 99
195.5000 151.4000 U0E+N99
150.4000 117.3001 UOE+00 99
117.3000 712000 LNE+N N
7L20N 311000 100E+N99
39.1000 1.0030 100E+00 99
ENERGY SPECTRA AND ANGULAR 01STRIB0TI0NS If ELECTRONS LATERALLY ESCAPING
AZ1MUTHAL INTERVAL IS 100001 Tl 110.00000 OECREES
(NUMBER, (MEV" SR), NORMALLZEO Tl ONE PARTICLE)
THETA= 0.000 10.000 20.000 31000 41000 50.000 71000 98.001 128.000
E (MEV) 11000 29.000 30.000 40.001 51000 78.000 90.000 128.001 150.001
391.000 351 .300 lOOE+IO 99 100E +N 99 O.OOE+01 99 10QE+SO 99 LNE+N 99 I.OOE + 08 99 190E+M 91 1ME+N M LOOE + N M
351100 312.100 lOOE+N 99 100E +H 99 LNE+N 99 UOE +N 1! 10OE+N U HUE + 11 U I.OOE + OI 11 UK+N M UK+N 91
31 2100 271700 I.0OE +N 99 lOOE+N 99 I.OOE + 10 99 I.OOE + 08 M 100E+N N UK+N N 100E + M M 1HE+M 91 1.OOE + N Ml
271700 234.000 1O0E+N 99 100E + 08 99 LNE+N 99 190E+H M I.OOE + Ofl M 10OE + II 11 lltt + H M I.0OE + N M UK+99 H
234J00 195.501 100E +N 99 0.00E + 08 99 LNE +N 99 190E+N 11 199E+90 99 I.OOE + 08 99 I.OOE + M N H9E+N 11 UK+N M
191500150.401 100E+N 99 9.00E+H 99 9.00E+19 99 100E+N 99 100E+M U lltt + 10 91 190C+N 99 H9E+N M I.OOE + 08 M
151.400-117.301 lOOE+IO 99 8.001 + 06 99 I.OOE + 00 99 100E+N 99 100E+9I 99 I.OOE + 08 99 190E+N 91 1IK+M 11 I.OOE + 08 M
117101 7L2N I.OOE + Ofl 99 9.00E+00 99 lOOE+10 99 I.OOE + 08 U LOOE+N 99 100E+10 99 LOOE+N N LNE+N N LOOE + N N
71200 39.101 LOOE +N N LOOE+N N 010E+N N LOOE+N N L30E-N N 1.3SE-N N 1.19E-H N LNE+N N LNE+N N
39.101 1.003 LOOE +N N 4.70E 05 45 4.32E 04 12 I.11E 04 7 4.08E-M 11 1.79E-04 9 2.23E 05 14 2.55E-N 71 LNE+N N
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ENfBET SPECTRA AND ANGULAR USTUBUTIONS IF ELKTOONS LATIMUY ESCAPINC
AflMUTHAl WTERVAI B I.BMOfi Tl 1&0.00000 DECREE!




ssijou 312.3008 lOflE +MM
312.3008 2717001 IHE+NM
2717001 234J00I UOf+NN
234.6006 195.5001 I.00E + 0II9
195.5000 1514001 I.OOE + 00 IS
151.4001 117.3001 1O0E+IIU
117.3000 712001 I.OOE + 80 99
712001 39.1001 100E + M99
33.1000 1.1031 I.OOE + 00 II
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APPENDIX B. INTERACTIVE DATA LANGUAGE (IDL) DATA
MANIPULATION AND PLOTTING PROGRAM
IDL is a programming language commercially available
from Research Systems Incorporated that is capable of being
used in a wide variety of computing and graphics
applications. In this work the IDL language was used to
write a relatively user-friendly program that performs basic
functions necessary to extract data from the standard
ITS/CYLTRAN formatted output files, rearrange the data into
proper data structures for plotting, and plot the data on a
selected device. There is no substitute for reading the IDL
user manuals as an education in how to use the language,
however, the following is a user's guide to using the
analysis and plotting program written for this work.
A. RUNNING IDL AND EXECUTING PROGRAMS
The IDL compiler is an interactive program that is
installed on the VAXStation 3200 in the directory IDL.DIR.
All IDL commands are compiled as they are entered, whether
they are entered directly into the compiler from the
terminal or as a batch stream from a command file, or
program. In this respect, then, IDL runs in a mode very
similar to PC Basic. To invoke the IDL compiler after
logging on to a user account, type "IDL". Some licensing
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information will be printed on the screen and the prompt
"IDL>" will appear. At this point, IDL commands may be
entered and compiled directly from the terminal. The point
of entering commands this way is that the powerful
capabilities of the language (which can be appreciated by
reviewing the commands and what they can do) can be used
without a lot of programming effort.
A complicated series of IDL commands, such as the ones
necessary to manipulate the large CYLTRAN output files,
should be typed into a command file. The format of the
commands is the same as if they were entered interactively,
but they are put in a text file using the text editor
available with the VAXStation 3200 (called EVE) . After
constructing the command file, save it with a name ending in
the file extension ".PRO", for example MY_PROGRAM . PRO
.
To run an IDL program saved in a text file, type the IDL
executive command ".run MY_PROGRAM. PRO" . The IDL compiler
will compile and execute the program.
Output from the program can be displayed on one of
several devices with great ease. To display a plot on the
monitor, the command "SET_PLOT, 'X' " should be entered
prior to the PLOT command, which generates the plot itself.
X (for X-windows) is the default output device. To plot a
drawing on a Hewlett-Packard plotter which uses the HPGL
language, enter " SET_PL0T, 'HP 1 " prior to the PLOT
command.
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B. RUNNING PLOT. PRO TO ANALYZE CYLTRAN OUTPUT
The name of the IDL program written to analyze the
formatted output generated by CYLTRAN in this work is
PLOT. PRO. The main program calls the three procedures
(which is the IDL name for a subroutine) called READ. PRO,
PLOTDATA.PRO, and REFDOSE.PRO. The IDL command code for
these four command procedures are located each in separate
text files of the same names. To run the program, all four
of these files must be in the user's directory (they don't
actually have to be in the user's directory, per se, but the
user must be able to tell the IDL compiler where to look for
them, and the IDL compiler must be able to access them)
.
To execute the program PLOT. PRO, at the IDL> prompt,
type the command " .run PLOT. PRO ". This assumes that all
four of the program files are in the user's root directory.
IDL will compile and execute the plotting program.
As the program is executing, it will prompt the user,
either through the terminal command window or by a mouse
menu window, for input or choices. If the user knows the
name of the CYLTRAN output file, the answers to some
elementary questions about the problem geometry and CYLTRAN
input zones, what kind of output he wants, and what device
he wants it on, the use of the program should be self-
explanatory.
The data reading portion of the program is generally
applicable. That is, the PLOT. PRO procedure should be able
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to read most of the data usually of interest from any
CYLTRAN output file, regardless of the problem material,
geometry, of number of input zones. This capability is a
tremendous asset in itself, because the user has the ability
to halt the program after it reads the data and to enter
commands interactively to plot or manipulate the data in any
manner desired. However, if the program is used for graphics
output on any CYLTRAN problem that deviates even in a small
way from the geometry of this work (cylindrical with annular
arrays of TLD's radially dispersed at regular longitudinal
intervals) the results cannot be guaranteed. Proceed with
caution.
More comments on the specific use and purpose of each
portion of the program are included in the source code
documentation for the program itself. The user is encouraged





nodules, zone*, radii$, zlact, aigap, *er ie t,«rie * 1 ,*er le$2, *erie*3, S
*erie*4,*erie*5,«ne*6,«tr*uc2, elect energy target,ret,ren,ref2,$
ref3,reM, retpt t, acceptx 1 ,accepty1 , acceptx2, accepty2, S
acceptx3,accepty3,accept*4 ( accepty4,zstart,peocboice,cnoice,$
pj)tctoice,Mdniiw,«axvaliiiavalth^,c«n\CB0ice2t ttriic1 (S













;Tim is tbe mam menu section
fng=0
wtale Hag EQ do begin
choice = wmenu{['IT8 GRAPHICS ROUTINE','Process intil iati',S







print,Type .continue to halt tbe program
'




This procedure should be able to read any output He produced hy tbe
CYLTRAN ITS code. It may even be able to read ACCEPT output lies,













fiename=" fttble=" &zones=0 &i=0 &j=0 &k=0 &efmg=0
card="
print, Type tbe name of tbe ITS output fie
'
prnrt, format= '(• e.g. LJones.drectory]cyf50.out;1 \S) '
read, Rename
openr, 1, Rename
for 1=0,14 do readf,1,card
WHILE NOT E0F(1) DO BEGIN
readf, 1, card ;begii reading data
;»ok for key headings
if strmhf(card,0,5) eq '1****' then begin
readf, 1, card
;fmd tbe number of zones and tbe zone geometry data
;aod read them
V strnud(card,5,24) eq 'GEOMETRY DEPENDENT INPUT 8
then begm
readf, 1, card
;read tbe number of zones
readf, 1, format ='(24x,l5)', zones
zone= repbeate (strucl ,zones)




zonetemp = repicate (tempstruczoaes)
;Ttw section reads to zone geometry data lor any number ef zones.
;Tbe lumber ef zone* it read from the ITS output He.









zone.phot cut = zonetemp .photcut
endM
;ftid the title
at strmid(card,0f5) eq ' * ' then begin
readf,1,card
i strmid(card,0
>5) eq ' * ' then S
titte=strmid(card,5,74)
Hal
;fmd the energy data and read it anto the structure
M (strtriro(strmid(card> 1 f69),1) eq 'ENERGY DEPOSITION') $
and (eftag EQ 0) then begin
;Th« section reads n energy deposition data far 800-849 zonet.
;Te read lor more ar fewer zones, yon nuist change the size it
;the structure accordingly, Le. te read 659 zones, set tbe value
;of "towmult" te 850 or ,ai general, it should be x, tbe nearest
;tower multiple af 50. Also, tbe upper halt an j is automaticaly
;aet equal te that number divided by 50 minis 1, e.g. 650/50-1,
;sej=0,12





preit, ' Tbe parameter "lowmult" should be set te tbe '
print, ' nearest lower multiple of 50 to tbe number of
'




print, format= '(' Type tbe value of towmuK:*,$)'
read, towmult
temp2= repicate (tempstrucl ,zenes-towmult)
for 1=0,2 do readf,1,card
for j=0,fw(towmult/50.0-1.0) do begat
readf,1,tempi
zone (j * 50:j* 50 +49).number = tempi,number










zone (towmult : zonej 1 ).Bass= temp2.mass
zone(towmutt:zonej-1).vo*une = temp2.volume
zone (towmuit:zone*- 1 ) .energy= temp2 ,energy
efiag=1
ENDWHUE
print, 'End el data He reached'
return
PRO ptotdata
Tins procedure is written to produce plots lor the specific
CYLTRAN geometry being studied the tfaesa by RN Yaw. It wl
;probably not produce meaningful graphics lor any other
configuration, although any other program lor plotting











;Tbe parameter modules must be set to nescrlie the number o( sets
;ol annular rags used n the problem, Le. 6 (78 zones),
;63 (758 zones), 68 (828 zones), 55 (660 zones), etc
&i=0 &j = &chotce-0 8icboice1=0
print
'****** * •****•*••*********•*******.








series1= series &series2= series &series3= series &series4= series
series5= series &series6= series
prW. * *






This section takes note si the target material* being wed ana'
assigns values ts the doses entailed by experiment at Bates-MIT




";The folowing bop assbjns zone data to 6
separate structures;
;one for each radius at which dose is measured. The tadex I counts
.•through the number ol input zones present at each radius. This is
different for each geometry. The upper emit of I is
;(zones-unmeasured zoues)/#annular rings -
1
;For series of 6 Lf detectors with ne intermediate target zones 1=0,5
;For 756 input zones, ne LF detectors, i=0,62
;For 828 mput zones, with 6 Lff detectors, 1=0,68
;For 660 input zones, with 5 Lff detectors, 1=0,54





prut ' Are there any target sections between detectors
rmgs for which
print format= '(" the dose wi not be plotted? y or n:",$)
read, geocboice
ppi,^.. ...... ....................................
for i= 0, modulej 1 do begin
for j=0,N_TA68(zone)-1 do begin





series5(D.(D = zone(8 +i*1 3).©






















seriesl (D.dese=series1 (D.enerjy/seriesl (D.mass
series2(D.zfaet=(series2(Q.nim/series2(D.velume)* $






( x e re$4 (D . zrigbt ser«s4 (D . zte ft
)
serie*4 (i). dose = series4(D.eBergy/«ries4(D.bum
series5(D .zfact= (senes5(Q.Biass/series5(D.volume) * $
(seriesS (0 .zriglit-series5(D .zteft)
sertes5(D.dose=sertes5(Q.eiierny/series5(D.mass
seriesBfl).zfact= (series8(D.mass/series6(i).volume)* $




seriesl (0)2 = series 1 (0) .zfact
ser«s2(0)2= series2 (0) .zfact
seriesS(0)2= seriesS (0) .zfact
series4(0)2=series4(0).zfact
seriesS (0)2= seriesS (0) .zfact
series6 (0) 2 = series6(0).zfact
for i= 1,modules- 1 do begin
seriesl (D2=series1(H)2+series1(Q.zfact
series2G)2= series2G-1 )2+ series2(D.zfact
seriesS(Q2=series3(i-1)2+series3(D .zfact
series4 (02= series4 0- 1 )2 + series4 (D .zfact
series5(D2= series5(M )2+ ser»es5(D .zfact








loop: choice =vwmenu(['Select a plot ',%
Total dose - al radi, Z g/cm2', S
Total dose • al radi, Z in cna'.S
'Breakdown by electron type - one radius',!




This section does a plot of energy deposition versus Z far al
radl with Z given ia gram* per square ceataneter
alow i choice of output graphic* device*
a»tcttoice=wmenu(S








plot the Bates data for reference
I (target ea 5) thea begin
.there are only 3 reference hie*




xtitle= 'Longitudinal Distance (g/cm2)',S
yrange=[1.0e-08,1.0e+02], S









xtitie= longitudinal Distance (g/cm2)',$
yrange= [.0000001 ,inax(ref1 .dose)], $
xrange= [0,maxCref1 .z+ 1 0) ], psym=
aplot,refl .z,ref1 .dose,color=
xyouts,ref1 .z(refpts-1 )+ 1 .5,$




M (target eq 4) then $
xyouts,ref2.z(refpts-1 ) + 1 .5,3
ref2.dose(refpts-1),'r= 2.0cm' %
else 3
xyouts,ref1 z (refpt *• 1 ) + 1 .5,$










xyouts,ref4.z(refpts-1 )+ 1 .5,$
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rel4.dose (refpt s- 1 ),'r= 20.0cm'
x= [10,18]
y = [8.0e-08,B.0e08]
V (target eq 5) then y=[2.0e-07,2.0e-07]
xyouts,x(1)+1,0.0*y(1),'Bates data'
•pk>t,x< y,color = 3
;ptot the calculated dose*
;rt target Is 4-PMMA/ar/l-PMMA. there are only 3 relerence bee
;given to the data for the target, eo don't plot seriesl
tf (target ae 5) then S
oplot,seriesl .z, series 1 .dose(6),psym=
1
I (target eg 4) or (target eg 5) tbei $
e«Jot,series3.z,series3.dose(6),psym=2 %
else eplotseries2.z,series2.dose(B),psym=2








;Tbis section does a plot of energy deposition versus Z for al radi
;wrth Z given to centimeter*
r
;aaow a choice of output graphics devices
plotcboice=wmenii($
['Choose a graphics device -','X-wtodows', $







;plot the Bates data for reference
i (target eq 5) then begin
.there are only 3 reference ftoes
;niven to data for this target
plot », ref2. zright, ref2. dose, title = strtrm (tttle),$
ytitle='Dose (MeV/kg)',S
xtrtie = 'Longitudinal Distance (cm)',$
yrange = [1.0e 08,1.0e + 02], $
xrange= [0,niax(ref2.zright)],psyn=
6
xyout s,ret2 zright (retpt s 1 ) + 1 .5,1
ref2 dose (refpts- 1 ),'r= 2.0cn'
eodif else hegto
plot_to,ref 1 .zrigbtrefl .dose, title= strtrta (title),$
ytitle='Dose (MeV/kg)',$







red dose (refpts 1 ),'r= 0.0cm'
oplot,ref2.zrtoht,ref2.dose,psym=
108
V (elect_energy eq 391.0) tbea beg*




if (target eq 4) tr (target eg 5) tbea %
xyouU,ref2zrighHrefptt-1) + .05,$
ref2.doM(refpU 1),'r= 2.0cm' $
aba!
xyout«,ref2.zright (refpu 1 )+ .05, S

























;pk»f the calculated doses
;«" target is 4-PMMA/ar/1-PMMA, there are only 3 reference anes
;given m tbe data for the target, sa don't plot seriesl
V (target ae 5) tbea $
•pHseriesI .zright. series 1 .dose (8) ;,psym=
1







Ibis sectioa does a plot of tbe energy deposition calculated at a
;cho*e» radius. Tbe total energy deposited is plotted over tbe value*
for deposition by each type of electron ae. granary, secondary,
;and koockoas)






1: begin &series= series1 &radii* = 0.0 &end
2: begin &serfes=series2 &radiu=1.0 &end
3: begin &sertos=series3 &radiu* = 2.0 fteud
4: begn &series=series4 &radiu = 5.0 &ead
5: begn ftsertos =series5 &radiu=10.0 &eod
6: beg* &series=series6 &radiu = 20.0 &ead
endcase
;alow a choice of output graphic* devices
ptot choice = wineDU (S


























yrange = [minval(niaxvaJ] l$









xyouts,series(5).z + 2,series(5).dose(8), rTotar
end
4: begin
;alow a choice of output graphics devices
ptotchoice=wmenu($













if (plotchoice eg 1) then i=1
M the device is a hardcopy device, give the sptioa ef producing
;hardcopy
if (ptotcboice en. 2) er (ptotcboice eq 3) er $
(ptotcboice eq 4) then S
1=2
esse i ef




Produce a Hardcopy on the Plotter',!












print '*** Enter any additional plot annotations?
interactively."
print,











print/**** Type .continue to bait the program *****




'Make another plot with current data', %















flag, trtie, nename, carl tempstruc, zonetemp,temp 1 >wwit,tempos
•najUUzw*
target =wnenu(rwnat is the Target? *, $
AJumnunr, 'Lead Folowed by Ajumiwm' ,S
'PMMA aucite)',S
'1-PMMA, Air Gap, 4-PMMA74-PMMA, Ar Gap, 1-PMMA'], Title =0)
case target ol
1 : begin ;for Aluminum target
ref={pelepence,z:mapp(5),zright:marp(5),padius:0.0,S
riose:fltarr(5) }
pell = pel &ret2=rel &re(3=ref &ref4=ref
refpts=5
acceptx 1 = ntarr(refpts) ftacceptyl = lltarr(retpts)
acceptx2= ntarr(refpts) &accepty2= fltarr(refpts)
acceptx3=Rtarr(refpts) &accepty3=Rtarr(refpts)
acceptx4= ntarr(refpts) &accepty4= ntarr(refpts)
red .z= [1 1 .50,24.50,38.00,51 .50,86.50]
reM radius =0.0










if (elect energy eq 391.0) then begin
pell .dose= [1 9.0,6.5,2.4,1 .2,0.6]
acceptx1= refl .zright
acceptyl = [20.0,5.4,2.1,1 .1,0.65]
ref2.dose= [3.2e-02.1 .4e-01 ,2.3e-01 ,2.2e-01 ,1 .5e-01 ]
acceptx2= ref2.zright
accepty2 = [2.5*02, 1 3,. 32,0.25,0.1 4]
ref3.dose=[1.1t-04,3.2e-04,8.5e04,2.0e-03,2.5e-03]
acceptxS= refS.zrbjht
acceptyS= [4.0t-04,2.9e-04,8.0e-04,1 .8t-03,1 .8e-03]
pe!4.dose = [1 .8e 06,3.2e-06,5.0e-06,6.0e 06,S.0e 06]
acceptx4= reM.zright
accepty4 = [5.4e 06, 1 .8e 07,3.5e 06,5.5* 06,5.0* 06]




rcf3.dou= [1 .4e-04,4.3e-04,1 -1 «-03,1 .9e-03,2.05c-03]
reM.dose= [3.3e-06,1 .1 e-05,1 .3*-05,1 .35*05]
end*
Mi
2: bepji ;for Lead lolowed by Aluminum
rtf= {rcfepcnce,z:marr(5),zrslit:Rtarr (5),radius:0.0,S
dese:lltarr(5) }
red=ref &ref2=ref &re(3=ref &rtf4=re(
refpts=5
acceptxl = ntarr(relpts) &accepty1 = ntwr (relpts)
acceptx2=narr(refpts) &accepty2 = ntarr(refptt)
acceptx3=fltarr (relpts) &accepty3=ntarr(relpts)
acceptx4=fltarr(relpts) &accepty4=ntarriretptt)
Nil .Z= [1 0.9,25.0,38.0,51 .0,87.1]






ref3 zright = red .zright
ret3.radius=5.0
ref4.z=red.z
reM.zright = red .zright
re(4.radius=20.0
I (electenergy eg 391.0) then begin
red .dose =[21 .0,3.2, 1.3,0.48,0.24]








ref4.dose= [5.0e-Q8,1 .5e-05,2.0e-05,2.2e-05,2.1 e-05]
accepts = ret4.zright
accepty4= [4.2e-0B,1 .3e-05,1 .5e-05,7.9e-08,2.8e-08]
Ml










ref1=rel &rel2=ref &ref3=rcr &ref4=rcl
refpts=5
acceptxl = ntarr(refpts) &accepty1 = ntarr (re fpt t)
*cceptx2 = fttarr(refpt$) &accepty2= ntarr(refpts)
acceptxS= fltarr(refpts) &accepty3 = fttarr(ntpts)
acceptx4= fltarr(refpts) &accepty4= ntarr(refpts)
red .z= [1 0.0,20.0,30.5,41 .0,51 .8]
red .zright= [8.72,1 7.44,28.57,35.71 ,45.1 0]
rtfl .radius =0.0
ref2.z=re(1.z
rtf2 .zright= red .zright
rer2.radiis=1.0
ref3.z=re(1.z
ref3.zright = red .zright
ref3.radius=5.0
re(4.z=red.z
reM .zraht = red .zright
ref4.radhis=20.0
if (etectenergy eq 381.0) then begin
red .dese= [1 8.0,4.8,1 .7,0.75,0.21 ]
acceptxl = red .zright
acceptyl = [1 8.0,2.8,1 .5,0.6,.38]
ref2.dose= [3 .2e- 02, 1 . 4e- 1 ,2.3e-01 ,2.2e-01 , 1 . 5e- 1 ]







accepty4= [2.4e-08,1 .Oe-08,1 .8e-08,8.0e-07,3.1 e-08]
endif
if (etectenergy eq 200.0) then bean
red .dose= [B.0,2.0,.85,.82,.88]
ref2.dose=[.058,.22f .16,.08,.05]
ref3.dose= [1 .1 e-04,4.4e-04,1 .3e-03,3.2e-03,4.8e-03]
ref4.dose= [1 .2e-05,1 .5e-05, 1 .7e-05,1 .8e-05,2.0e-05]
endif
ead
4: begn ;1-PMMA folowed by an sir gap Iokwed by
;4-PMMA
ref= {reterence.z: ntarr (6),zright:fttarr(6),radus:0.0,$
dose:ntarr(6) }
red = ref &ref2=ref &ref3=ref &re(4=ref
refpts=8
acceptxl = fttarr(refpts) &accepty1 = ntarr(refpts)
acceptx2= ntarr(refpts) &accepty2= fltarr(refpts)
acceptxS= fltarr(refpts) 6accepty3= ntarr(refpts)
acceptx4= fltarr(refpts) &accepty4= ntarr(refpts)
arsit,format
=




red .1= [1 0.35,1 0.40,20.90,31 .60,42.30,53.1 0]
reM zright = [8.72,48.02,50.74,05.46,74.18,82.90]
red .radius 0.0
refl .dose =[19.0,0.55,0.50,0.45,0.30,0.25]
acceptxl = rell .zrigbt
acceptyl = [19.0,.25,.45,.32,.37,.28]
ref2.z=red.z
ref2 zrigbt = ref1 .zrigbt
ref2.ndi» = 2.0










re!4.zright = reM .zrigbt
ref4.radiu=20.0
reM.dose= [4.5e-07,4.0e-05,7.0e-08,8.0e-06,1 .Qe-05,1 .5e-05]
acceptx4= ref4.zrigbt
accepty4= [2.1 e-07,5.5e-05,1 .Oe-08,1 .3e-05,2.0e-08,9.5e-06]
end
5: begin ;4-PMMA folowed by an air gap, folowed by 1-PMMA
re(={relerence,z:ntarr(6),zrigbt:lttarr(6),radius:0.0,$
dose:ntarr(6) }
refl = ref &ref2=ref &ref3=ref &ref4=ref
refpts=6
rbit,fornat= '("Enter the length of the ar gap n $
cm •",$)'
read, argap
ref1 .z= [1 0.0,20.0,31 .0,41 .5,43.1 ,53.1 ]
ref1 .zrigbt= [8.72,1 7.44,26.1 6,34.88,74.1 8,82.90]
red .radius =0.0



















APPENDIX C. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES
The supplementary figures are intended to enhance the discussion in
chapter 3, but are not essential to understanding the results of this
work. The figures begin on the following page.
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Figure CI. Dose Breakdown on Beam Axis for Target of Figure 11 w
10000 Electrons. On the centerline the dose is almost completely due
primary electrons. Note the lack of dose after a radiation length, wh
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C pe| e / 6>t / Ae^ ) ©soq
Figure C2 . Dose Breakdown at 2cm Radius for Target of Figure 11 with
10,000 Electrons. There is very little energy deposited in the first
20cm. Note the reduction in scale from the previous figure, i.e the dose
is reduced guickly off-axis.
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Figure C3 . Dose Breakdown at 5cm Radius for Target of Figure 11 w
10,000 Electrons. Dose is negligible until electrons reach the air g
Photon processes obviously play a more important role off-axis.
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Pom From Primqry DggtPBg - r-20cm, 4—PMMA, 39cm Air. 1 -PMMA
I.3XW"
I




Dgjg from C-Soc Boctrpn* - r-20crr>, 4-PMUA, 33cm Air, 1-PMMA
-
.








Dom From Knock -on Boctroni - r-20cm, 4—PMMA, J9cm Air, 1-PMMA
Figure C4 . Dose Breakdown at 20cm Radius for Target of Figure 11 with
10,000 Electrons. Note reduction in scale from previous figures. Also
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Figure C5 . Low Resolution 391 MeV Dose Distribution for Target of Fig
4. Comparison of CYLTRAN calculations using 2 different random num
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Figure C6. High Resolution Dose Distribution for Target of Figure 10
with Different Random Number Seed. Compare to figure 10 to see that the





Doac from Primp ry Etectrpng - r-20cm. High Resolution Model





Pox from C-9*oofw>ory Ehctron* - r-20cm, High RwoluBon jfajgj






Figure C7 . Dose Breakdown at 2 0cm Radius for Target of Figure 10 wi
Different Random Number Seed. Notice the small number of collisio
experienced in the air gap. The change in random number seed causes
drastic change in the distribution in the air.
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c.l Monte Carlo analysis of
energy deposition in solid




c.l Monte Carlo analysis of
energy deposition in solid
state materials by 400 and
200 MeV electrons.

